




Welcome to LIND DNA’s product catalogue 2018
On the following pages, we have collected all of our latest product news as well as our 
well-known classics for you. To present our tabletop collection in the most inspiring  
surroundings, we have chosen to take the photos for this book at some of the world’s 
best restaurants - located in and around Aarhus.

More than that, we show you the full capacity of LIND DNA - both our products and our 
competences within retail and the professional contract market. If you want to know 
more about us as a company, just flip the book around and start browsing from there.

We hope you like what you see and want to follow our journey.
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TABLE MATS 1

A big thank you to Christoffer Norton
Restaurant Domestic - Aarhus

For creating beautiful and delicious dishes  
for the next couple of pages. 
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FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981157

NUPO army green 982468

NUPO black 981907

NUPO brown 981160

NUPO dark blue 982470

NUPO light blue 982471

NUPO light grey 981158

NUPO metallic 981908

NUPO nature 982469

NUPO pastel green 981909

NUPO purple 983408

NUPO red 981910

NUPO rose 98305

NUPO sand 981159

NUPO yellow 981034

NUPO dark brown 981079

NUPO dark green 981066

NUPO lavender 981408

NUPO plum 981045

SOFTBUCK black 982827

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982938

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98126

SOFTBUCK dark green 982939

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982826

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98320

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98321

BUFFALO black 981107

BUFFALO brown 981109

BUFFALO nature 981108

BULL black 981110

BULL brown 981111

BULL nature 981112

BULL red 981115

BULL white 981113

CROCO black 98308

CROCO cognac 98307

CROCO silver-black 98309

LACE black 98322

LACE brown 98880

HIPPO anthracite-grey 98870

HIPPO black-anthracite 981293

HIPPO brown 981280

HIPPO curry 981092

HIPPO light blue 981254

HIPPO navy blue 981267

HIPPO orange 981306

HIPPO pastel green 981131

HIPPO plum 981118

HIPPO sand 981319

HIPPO white-grey 98932

TABLE MAT CURVE S  24x28 cm TABLE MAT 
CURVE S

This is the smaller version of our most famous and widespread table mat - perfect 
for your starters,  smaller dishes or coffee and tea servings. Available in almost  
any colour imaginable and in a variety of different surfaces, that will add individual  
character to your table setting. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean. 

ICEBERG
Crispy taco shells on roasted and fermented 
grains. Pickled blackcurrants with fresh herbs.
Buttermilk sorbet, served with bronze fennel 
flowers.
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TABLE MAT CURVE L  37x44 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981161

NUPO army green 982472

NUPO black 981900

NUPO brown 981164

NUPO dark blue 982474

NUPO light blue 982475

NUPO light grey 981162

NUPO metallic 981901

NUPO nature 982473

NUPO pastel green 981902

NUPO purple 983407

NUPO red 981903

NUPO rose 98283

NUPO sand 981163

NUPO yellow   981033

NUPO dark brown 981078

NUPO dark green 981065

NUPO lavender 981407

NUPO plum 981044

SOFTBUCK black 982830

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982936

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98125

SOFTBUCK dark green 982937

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982829

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98302

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98303

BUFFALO black 98890

BUFFALO brown 98891

BUFFALO nature 98892

BULL black 9870

BULL brown 9873

BULL nature 9872

BULL red 9874

BULL white 9871

CROCO black 98286

CROCO cognac 98285

CROCO silver-black 98287

LACE black 98304

LACE brown  98879

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98869

HIPPO black-anthracite 981292

HIPPO brown 981279

HIPPO curry 981091

HIPPO light blue 981253

HIPPO navy blue 981266

HIPPO orange 981305

HIPPO pastel green 981130

HIPPO plum 981117

HIPPO sand 981318

HIPPO white-grey 98931

TABLE MAT 
CURVE L

This is the larger version of our most famous and widespread table mat. It is perfect 
for dinner servings, as it offers some additional space for cutlery and glasses. Due 
to its practical shape, it will never take up more space than needed, and it gives you 
room to play with other decorative items around your plates. Made from recycled 
leather and easy to clean.

LOBSTER PIE
Black lobster pie, folded in burnt cream.
Marmelade of pickled rosehips, served with leaves 
of rosehip flowers.
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FINISH/COLOUR
CURVE S  
ITEM No. 

CURVE L  
ITEM No. 

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 981911 981904

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 981912 981905

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 981913 981906

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 982858 982859

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 982182 982187

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 982183 982188

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 982184 982189

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 989916 989917

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 98306 98284

DOUBLE BULL black / BULL brown 982185 982190

DOUBLE BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 982186 982191

TABLE MAT DOUBLE CURVE  S:24x28 / L:37x44 cm TABLE MAT 
DOUBLE 
CURVE 

This is one of our most versatile table mats. Available in two different sizes and 
a number of surfaces. Plenty of different colours make you able to change the 
expression of your table setting within a heartbeat - just by flipping the table mat 
upside down. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean. 

RAW SHRIMP
Raw shrimps with crème fraîche of rosehip 
vinegar. Served with salt baked onions, unripe 
buckthorn and salted rhubarb juice.
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A big thank you to Lars Eiskjær
Restaurant ET - Aarhus

For creating his wonderful BEEF TARTARE for us.
Michel Michaud’s beef tartare with summer herbs, 
endive and lettuce. 

TABLE MAT 
SQUARE
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TABLE MAT SQUARE S   28x28 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981165

NUPO army green 982476

NUPO black 981921

NUPO brown 981168

NUPO dark blue 982478

NUPO light blue 982479

NUPO light grey 981166

NUPO metallic 981922

NUPO nature 982477

NUPO pastel green 981923

NUPO purple 983412

NUPO red 981924

NUPO rose 98338

NUPO sand 981167

NUPO yellow   981038

NUPO dark brown 981083

NUPO dark green 981070

NUPO lavender 981412

NUPO plum 981049

SOFTBUCK black 982833

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982946

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98124

SOFTBUCK dark green 982947

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982832

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98349

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98350

BUFFALO black 981051

BUFFALO brown 981054

BUFFALO nature 981057

BULL black 981052

BULL brown 981055

BULL nature 981058

BULL red 981061

BULL white 981059

CROCO black 98341

CROCO cognac 98340

CROCO silver-black 98342

LACE black  98351

LACE brown  98899

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98874

HIPPO black-anthracite 981297

HIPPO brown 981284

HIPPO curry 981096

HIPPO light blue 981258

HIPPO navy blue 981271

HIPPO orange 981310

HIPPO pastel green 981149

HIPPO plum 981122

HIPPO sand 981323

HIPPO white-grey   98936

Voilá! Our interpretation of a classic table mat with clean and minimalistic lines - in 
a size suited perfectly for your smaller dishes. The large variety of colours and  
surfaces available will give you complete freedom to match your taste, the rest 
of your tabletop arrangement and your overall style in the dining area. Made from 
recycled leather and easy to clean. 

TABLE MAT 
SQUARE S
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TABLE MAT SQUARE L          35x45 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981169

NUPO army green 982480

NUPO black 981914

NUPO brown 981172

NUPO dark blue 982482

NUPO light blue 982483

NUPO light grey 981170

NUPO metallic 981915

NUPO nature 982481

NUPO pastel green 981916

NUPO purple 983411

NUPO red 981917

NUPO rose 98323

NUPO sand 981171

NUPO yellow   981037

NUPO dark brown 981082

NUPO dark green 981069

NUPO lavender 981411

NUPO plum 981048

SOFTBUCK black 982836

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982944

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98123

SOFTBUCK dark green 982945

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982835

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98335

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98336

BUFFALO black 98893

BUFFALO brown 98894

BUFFALO nature 98895

BULL black 98402

BULL brown 98405

BULL nature 98404

BULL red 98407

BULL white 98403

CROCO black 98326

CROCO cognac 98325

CROCO silver-black 98327

LACE black  98337

LACE brown  98898

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98873

HIPPO black-anthracite 981296

HIPPO brown 981283

HIPPO curry 981095

HIPPO light blue 981257

HIPPO navy blue 981270

HIPPO orange 981309

HIPPO pastel green 981134

HIPPO plum 981121

HIPPO sand 981322

HIPPO white-grey  98935

This is the most classic and traditional table mat around - perfect for dinner servings. 
Its clean lines and minimalistic look are reinvented by our large selection of colours 
and surfaces available. It offers some extra space around your plates, that can be 
used for cutlery and glasses or other decorative items of your choice. Made from 
recycled leather and easy to clean. TABLE MAT 

SQUARE L
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FINISH/COLOUR
SQUARE S  

ITEM No. 
SQUARE L  

ITEM No. 

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 981925 981918

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 981926 981919

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 981927 981920

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 982860 982861

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 982192 982197

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 982193 982198

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 982194 982199

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 989918 989919

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 98339 98324

DOUBLE BULL black / BULL brown 982195 982200

DOUBLE BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 982196 982201

TABLE MAT DOUBLE SQUARE     S:28x28 /L:35x45 cm

This is one of our most classic and most versatile table mats at the same time. 
Available in two different sizes, different surfaces and in the most adorable colour 
combinations one could imagine. If you change your mind, you can change the 
expression of your table setting within a heartbeat, by just flipping your table mats 
upside down. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean. 

TABLE MAT 
DOUBLE
SQUARE
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TABLE MAT 
OVAL A big thank you to Rasmus Bundgaard Nielsen

Restaurant Gastromé - Aarhus

For creating one of his signature dishes for us,  
CONFITED COD (on page 25). 
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TABLE MAT OVAL S   26x33 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 982240

NUPO army green 982484

NUPO black 982244

NUPO brown 982243

NUPO dark blue 982486

NUPO light blue 982487

NUPO light grey 982241

NUPO metallic 982245

NUPO nature 982485

NUPO pastel green 982246

NUPO purple 983410

NUPO red 982247

NUPO rose 98367

NUPO sand 982242

NUPO yellow 981036

NUPO dark brown 981081

NUPO dark green 981068

NUPO lavender 981410

NUPO plum 981047

SOFTBUCK black 982839

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982942

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98128

SOFTBUCK dark green 982943

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982838

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98383

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98384

BUFFALO black 982257

BUFFALO brown 982259

BUFFALO nature 982258

BULL black 982252

BULL brown 982255

BULL nature 982254

BULL red 982256

BULL white 982253

CROCO black 98625

CROCO cognac 98623

CROCO silver-black 98624

LACE black 98626

LACE brown 98897

HIPPO anthracite-grey 98872

HIPPO black-anthracite 981295

HIPPO brown 981282

HIPPO curry 981094

HIPPO light blue 981256

HIPPO navy blue 981269

HIPPO orange 981308

HIPPO pastel green 981133

HIPPO plum 981120

HIPPO sand 981321

HIPPO white-grey 98934

TABLE 
MAT 
OVAL S

TABLE MAT OVAL is functional, aesthetic and practical. The 
organic shape adds a modern touch to the table setting and 
also goes elegantly as decoration elsewhere, for instance as 
support 
for vases, bowls and candle holders

TM Oval L
Functional, organic and different. This is our interpretation of an oval table mat in 
a smaller size - perfect for your smaller dishes or a smaller table. The enormous 
variety of different surfaces and colours available in this shape, lets you put your 
own, individual mark onto every table setting. Made from recycled leather and 
easy to clean.

TABLE MAT 
OVAL S
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TABLE MAT OVAL L  35x46 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98366

BUFFALO black 982229

BUFFALO brown 982231

BUFFALO nature 982230

BULL black 982224

BULL brown 982227

BULL nature 982226

BULL red 982228

BULL white 982225

CROCO black 98629

CROCO cognac 98627

CROCO silver-black 98628

LACE black 98630

LACE brown 98896

HIPPO anthracite-grey 98871

HIPPO black-anthracite 981294

HIPPO brown 981281

HIPPO curry 981093

HIPPO light blue 981255

HIPPO navy blue 981268

HIPPO orange 981307

HIPPO pastel green 981132

HIPPO plum 981119

HIPPO sand 981320

HIPPO white-grey 98933

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 982212

NUPO army green 982488

NUPO black 982216

NUPO brown 982215

NUPO dark blue 982490

NUPO light blue 982491

NUPO light grey 982213

NUPO metallic 982217

NUPO nature 982489

NUPO pastel green 982218

NUPO purple 983409

NUPO red 982219

NUPO rose 98352

NUPO sand 982214

NUPO yellow 981035

NUPO dark brown 981080

NUPO dark green 981067

NUPO lavender 981409

NUPO plum 981046

SOFTBUCK black 982842

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982940

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98127

SOFTBUCK dark green 982941

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982841

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98365

This is our larger interpretation of that perfect oval table mat - suited for your 
dinner servings. It offers additional space for cutlery, glasses or other decorative 
items, without ever taking up too much room or focus from the totality of your 
tabletop arrangement. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean.

TABLE MAT 
OVAL L

CONFITED COD
Confited cod and lemon confit with French 
Polynesian vanilla, Jerusalem artichokes purée, 
daikon radish, raw kohlrabi and grandma’s 
dressing. 
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FINISH/COLOUR
OVAL S  

ITEM No. 
OVAL L  

ITEM No. 

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 982260 982232

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 982261 982233

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 982262 982234

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 982862 982863

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 982263 982235

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 982264 982236

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 982265 982237

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 989920 989921

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 98368 98353

DOUBLE BULL black / BULL brown 982266 982238

DOUBLE BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 982267 982239

TABLE MAT DOUBLE OVAL  S:26x33 / L:35x46 cm 

TABLE 
MAT 
OVAL

The meticulous blend of recycled leather and natural rubber 
gives off a natural and organic impression also found in the 
organic shape of TABLE MAT OVAL. The recycled leather mate-
rial is sustainable, durable, dirt and water repellent and very 
easy to clean.

This table mat is one of our most versatile designs. It lets you switch the expression on 
your table within a heartbeat, by just flipping the table mat upside down. It is available 
in two different sizes, more than ten different colour combinations and a variety of 
different surfaces. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean. What’s not to like?

TABLE MAT 
DOUBLE
OVAL
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A big thank you to René Nicolajsen 
Norsminde Kro - Norsminde

For creating his delicious MAZARIN TART for us  
(on page 33).

TABLE MAT 
CIRCLE 
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TABLE MAT CIRCLE S  D:24 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981710

NUPO army green 982508

NUPO black 981882

NUPO brown 981713

NUPO dark blue 982510

NUPO light blue 982511

NUPO light grey 981711

NUPO metallic 981883

NUPO nature 982509

NUPO pastel green 981884

NUPO purple 983404

NUPO red 981885

NUPO rose 98421

NUPO sand 981712

NUPO yellow 981030

NUPO dark brown 981075

NUPO dark green 981062

NUPO lavender 981404

NUPO plum 981041

SOFTBUCK black 982848

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982950

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98129

SOFTBUCK dark green 982951

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982847

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98716

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98717

BUFFALO black 981723

BUFFALO brown 981725

BUFFALO nature 981724

BULL black 981718

BULL brown 981721

BULL nature 981720

BULL red 981722

BULL white 981719

CROCO black 98621

CROCO cognac 98619

CROCO silver-black 98620

LACE black 98622

LACE brown 98876

HIPPO anthracite-grey 98866

HIPPO black-anthracite 981289

HIPPO brown 981276

HIPPO curry 981088

HIPPO light blue 981154

HIPPO navy blue 981263

HIPPO orange 981302

HIPPO pastel green 981127

HIPPO plum 981101

HIPPO sand 981315

HIPPO white-grey 98928

TABLE 
MAT 
CIRCLE S

TABLE MAT circle in four sizes has a number of purposes. 
D:24 cm and D:30 cm are great for smaller servings and 
decoration while D:40 cm is perfect as a placemat. Made 
from recycled leather, TABLE MAT is easily cleaned with a 
wet cloth and window spray. 

This is the smallest version of our circular table mat - made from recycled leather 
and easy to clean. Its design adds a truly modern and unconventional look to 
every table. Available in countless numbers of colours and different surface 
structures - making your table setting fun and creative. The small size is suited 
perfectly for the presentation of your starters, soups or servings in a bowl.  
Bon appétit!

TABLE MAT 
CIRCLE S
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TABLE MAT CIRCLE M  D:30 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981173

NUPO army green 982516

NUPO black 981878

NUPO brown 981176

NUPO dark blue 982518

NUPO light blue 982519

NUPO light grey 981174

NUPO metallic 981879

NUPO nature 982517

NUPO pastel green 981880

NUPO purple 983403

NUPO red 981881

NUPO rose 98385

NUPO sand 981175

NUPO yellow  981029

NUPO dark brown 981074

NUPO dark green 981060

NUPO lavender 981403

NUPO plum 981040

SOFTBUCK black 982851

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982952

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98131

SOFTBUCK dark green 982953

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982850

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98396

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98397

BUFFALO black 981707

BUFFALO brown 981709

BUFFALO nature 981708

BULL black 981702

BULL brown 981705

BULL nature 981704

BULL red 981706

BULL white 981703

CROCO black 98388

CROCO cognac 98387

CROCO silver-black 98389

LACE black  98616

LACE brown  98875

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98865

HIPPO black-anthracite 981288

HIPPO brown 981275

HIPPO curry 981087

HIPPO light blue 981153

HIPPO navy blue 981262

HIPPO orange 981301

HIPPO pastel green 981126

HIPPO plum 981100

HIPPO sand 981314

HIPPO white-grey  98927

This is our medium version of a fun, modern and unconventional table mat -  the 
CIRLE M. It is perfectly suited for emphasizing smaller dishes - such as cakes and 
desserts - in the most beautiful way. At the same time it adds a whole new level 
of symmetry to your table. Available in plenty of colours and surfaces. Made from 
recycled leather and easy to clean.

TABLE MAT 
CIRCLE M

MAZARIN TART
Mazarin tart with locally grown strawberries, 
white chocolate and fresh herbs.
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TABLE MAT CIRCLE XL  D:40 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981177

NUPO army green 982520

NUPO black 981889

NUPO brown 981180

NUPO dark blue 982522

NUPO light blue 982523

NUPO light grey 981178

NUPO metallic 981890

NUPO nature 982521

NUPO pastel green 981891

NUPO purple 983405

NUPO red 981892

NUPO rose 98398

NUPO sand 981179

NUPO yellow  981031

NUPO dark brown 981076

NUPO dark green 981063

NUPO lavender 981405

NUPO plum 981042

SOFTBUCK black 982854

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982954

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98130

SOFTBUCK dark green 982955

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982853

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98419

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98420

BUFFALO black 981699

BUFFALO brown 981701

BUFFALO nature 981700

BULL black 981694

BULL brown 981697

BULL nature 981696

BULL red 981698

BULL white 981695

CROCO black 98401

CROCO cognac 98400

CROCO silver-black 98406

LACE black  98617

LACE brown  98877

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98867

HIPPO black-anthracite 981290

HIPPO brown 981277

HIPPO curry 981089

HIPPO light blue 981155

HIPPO navy blue 981264

HIPPO orange 981303

HIPPO pastel green 981128

HIPPO plum 981102

HIPPO sand 981316

HIPPO white-grey  98929

TABLE 
MAT 
CIRCLE XL

TABLE MAT circle in four sizes has a number of purposes. 
D:24 cm and D:30 cm are great for smaller servings and 
decoration while D:40 cm is perfect as a placemat. Made 
from recycled leather, TABLE MAT is easily cleaned with a 
wet cloth and window spray. 

This large table mat is for all of you, who want to do something differently, when 
serving dinner. It offers plenty of space for cutlery, glasses or other decorative 
items around your plates and it is available in countless different colours and 
types of surface. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean.

TABLE MAT 
CIRCLE XL
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FINISH/COLOUR
CIRCLE M  
ITEM No. 

CIRCLE XL  
ITEM No. 

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 981886 981897

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 981887 981898

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 981888 981899

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 982864 982865

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 982202 982207

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 982203 982208

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 982204 982209

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 989922 989923

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 98386 98399

DOUBLE BULL black / BULL brown 982205 982210

DOUBLE BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 982206 982211

TABLE MAT DOUBLE CIRCLE  M D:30 / XL D:40 cm TABLE MAT 
DOUBLE 
CIRCLE

 

This is one of our most modern and versatile table mats available. It comes in two 
sizes, a range of different surfaces and the most delightful colour combinations one 
could wish for. If you change your mind, you can just switch the expression of your 
table setting within a heartbeat, by just flipping the table mat upside down. Made 
from recycled leather and easy to clean.

TABLE MAT DOUBLE gives you 2 options.  
Flip it and change the expression of your  
table setting completely.
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GLASS 
MATS A big thank you to Simon Friis

Twosocks - Aarhus

For creating delicious and beautiful drinks for the 
next couple of pages.
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GLASS MAT CURVE  11x13 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981181

NUPO army green 982492

NUPO black 981797

NUPO brown 981184

NUPO dark blue 982494

NUPO light blue 982495

NUPO light grey 981182

NUPO metallic 981798

NUPO nature 982493

NUPO pastel green 981799

NUPO purple 983401

NUPO red 981800

NUPO rose 9881

NUPO sand 981183

NUPO yellow  981027

NUPO dark brown 981072

NUPO dark green 981053

NUPO lavender 981401

NUPO plum 981414

SOFTBUCK black 982821

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982956

SOFTBUCK cool grey  98120

SOFTBUCK dark green 982957

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982819

SOFTBUCK navy blue  9892

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 9893

BUFFALO black 98884

BUFFALO brown 98885

BUFFALO nature 98886

BULL black 9850

BULL brown 9853

BULL nature 9852

BULL red 9855

BULL white 9851

CROCO black 9884

CROCO cognac 9883

CROCO silver-black 9885

LACE black  9894

LACE brown  98901

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98863

HIPPO black-anthracite 981286

HIPPO brown 981273

HIPPO curry 981085

HIPPO light blue 981151

HIPPO navy blue 981260

HIPPO orange 981299

HIPPO pastel green 981124

HIPPO plum 981098

HIPPO sand 981312

HIPPO white-grey  98925

GLASS MAT 
CURVE

Inspired by LIND DNA’s most popular CURVE shape, this glass mat is perfect to 
either complement the rest of your table decoration or to make a design statement 
for itself, while serving drinks. It is available in countless colours and surfaces, 
because we want you to be able to choose the exact right option for every occasion 
and every glass. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean.

ROSEMARY GIN & TONIC
GIN MARE - known for its combination of 
ingredients from mediterranean cuisine (basil, 
olives, rosemary & thyme) mixed with 1742 tonic 
water and fresh rosemary. Mouthwatering!
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GLASS MAT 
SQUARE

GLASS MAT SQUARE   10x10 cm

FINISH/COLOURX ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98107

BUFFALO black 98887

BUFFALO brown 98888

BUFFALO nature 98889

BULL black 98354

BULL brown 98357

BULL nature 98356

BULL red 98359

BULL white 98355

CROCO black 9898

CROCO cognac 9897

CROCO silver-black 9899

LACE black  98111

LACE brown  98902

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98864

HIPPO black-anthracite 981287

HIPPO brown 981274

HIPPO curry 981086

HIPPO light blue 981152

HIPPO navy blue 981261

HIPPO orange 981300

HIPPO pastel green 981125

HIPPO plum 981099

HIPPO sand 981313

HIPPO white-grey  98926

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981185

NUPO army green 982496

NUPO black 981801

NUPO brown 981188

NUPO dark blue 982498

NUPO light blue 982499

NUPO light grey 981186

NUPO metallic 981802

NUPO nature 982497

NUPO pastel green 981803

NUPO purple 983402

NUPO red 981804

NUPO rose 9895

NUPO sand 981187

NUPO yellow  981028

NUPO dark brown 981073

NUPO dark green 981056

NUPO lavender 981402

NUPO plum 981039

SOFTBUCK black 982824

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982958

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98121

SOFTBUCK dark green 982959

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982823

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98106

If you enjoy clear, straight lines for order and harmony on your table or as a contrast 
to the rest of your table setting, you might like our square shaped glass mats. In 
their variety of colours, they beautifully add on to any kind of arrangement. Made 
from recycled leather and easy to clean.

BLOODY GIN & TONIC
Australian Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin (which 
has gotten its name from the added Shiraz grape) 
mixed with Peruvian tonic 1724, and a couple of 
oven baked orange slices. Cheers!
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GLASS MAT CIRCLE   D:10 cm

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

NUPO anthracite 981189

NUPO army green 982500

NUPO black 981793

NUPO brown 981192

NUPO dark blue 982502

NUPO light blue 982503

NUPO light grey 981190

NUPO metallic 981794

NUPO nature 982501

NUPO pastel green 981795

NUPO purple 983400

NUPO red 981796

NUPO rose 98113

NUPO sand 981191

NUPO yellow  981026

NUPO dark brown 981071

NUPO dark green 981050

NUPO lavender 989925

NUPO plum 981413

SOFTBUCK black 982818

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 982960

SOFTBUCK cool grey 98122

SOFTBUCK dark green 982961

SOFTBUCK dark grey 982817

SOFTBUCK navy blue 98150

FINISH/COLOUR ITEM No. 

SOFTBUCK pastel green 98151

BUFFALO black 98881

BUFFALO brown 98882

BUFFALO nature 98883

BULL black 98316

BULL brown 98319

BULL nature 98318

BULL red 98331

BULL white 98317

CROCO black 98142

CROCO cognac 98141

CROCO silver-black 98143

LACE black  98152

LACE brown  98900

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98862

HIPPO black-anthracite 981285

HIPPO brown 981272

HIPPO curry 981084

HIPPO light blue 981150

HIPPO navy blue 981259

HIPPO orange 981298

HIPPO pastel green 981123

HIPPO plum 981097

HIPPO sand 981311

HIPPO white-grey  98924

If you are looking for a nice gift, you should take a closer look at our circle formed 
glass mats. They will add a balanced, yet unconventional and modern expression to 
any table setting - or just be that refreshing eye-catcher when presented together 
with delicious drinks. Made from recycled leather and easy to clean. Cheers to that.

GLASS MAT 
CIRCLE

TRIPLE STRAWBERRY
Wint & Lila - a delicioius pink Gin from Spain, with 
a delightful taste of strawberries and summer 
- mixed with frozen strawberries and strawberry-
elderflower tonic. A delicious experience!
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GLASS MAT DOUBLE   11x13 cm   10x10 cm   D:10 cm

FINISH/COLOUR
CURVE  

ITEM No. 
SQUARE  
ITEM No. 

CIRCLE  
ITEM No. 

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / 
 NUPO pastel green 981811 981808 981805

DOUBLE CLOUD black / 
NUPO metallic 981812 981809 981806

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / 
NUPO sand 981813 981810 981807

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / 
NUPO light grey 982857 982856 982855

DOUBLE NUPO army green / 
NUPO nature 982167 982177 982172

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue /
NUPO black 982168 982178 982173

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / 
NUPO light grey 982169 982179 982174

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO 
black 989882 989883 989884

DOUBLE NUPO rose /  
NUPO light grey 9882 9896 98117

DOUBLE BULL black / 
BULL brown 982170 982180 982175

DOUBLE BUFFALO black / 
BUFFALO nature 982171 982181 982176

This is our most versatile glass mat. Available in three different shapes (CURVE, 
SQUARE and CIRCLE), in a range of beautiful surfaces and more than ten delightful 
colour combinations. If you feel like it, you can change the expression of your table 
setting within a heartbeat, by just flipping the glass mats upside down. Made from 
recycled leather and easy to clean. 

GLASS MAT 
DOUBLE

ROSEMARY GIN & TONIC
GIN MARE - known for its combination of 
ingredients from mediterranean cuisine (basil, 
olives, rosemary & thyme) mixed with 1742 tonic 
water and fresh rosemary. Mouthwatering!
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One distinctive source of beauty in LIND DNA’s products is the  
naturalness and inherent glow of the materials we use. All of our  
materials are chosen with respect for nature and their potential for 
sustainable processing - because we care about the world we live in. 
And we cherish the beauty of natural products. 

The bedrock of most of our designs is high-quality recycled leather. 

Sourced from the surplus production of furniture, bags and shoes, our 
vegetable-tanned leather is first being washed and granulated and 
then pressed together with natural rubber from trees. The resulting 
quality consists of 80% hard leather and 20% natural rubber - which 
then is dyed and decorated with beautiful surface structures and  
patterns. 

The surface is what gives each of LIND DNA’s recycled leather products 
its individual character. 

With more than a thousand different variations of surfaces, shapes 
and colours, we offer the largest selection of table mats available on 
the international market. Designed and manufactured in Denmark. 

Turn the page to take a look...

RECYCLED 
LEATHER 
IN THE 
HIGHEST 
QUALITY

2
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LIND DNA’s table mats give you the exact look you want 
for your table setting, while at the same time serving 
as a protection for your table. All of our table mats are 
made of recycled leather. Their look and feel does vary 
quite a bit, however, due to their different surfaces.
The surface is what gives each table mat its individual 
character and by now there are eight different options 
to choose from - many of them inspired by the world of 
animals.There is one for every table, every taste and 
every home. 

SURFACES
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NEW 
HIPPO
COLOURS
Colours in interior design and decoration are popular.  
Therefore, we have added a new selection of exciting nu-
ances to our HIPPO collection. From dark tones - such as  
anthracite, dark blue and plum - to classic earth tones and 
vibrant bright shades, such as orange and yellow. There is a 
colour for every taste.

HIPPO
This surface has an eye-catching, organic expression. 
Its noticeable structure emphasizes darker and brighter  
shades of colour in the most beautiful way across its  
surface. Depending on the colour you choose, HIPPO can 
both be styled in a classic and sophisticated way, or as a 
bold, modern add-on to your tabletop ensemble. The hand 
feel is smooth and strong at the same time. HIPPO is one of 
our strongest surfaces.
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NUPO 
This is one of LIND DNA’s most popular surfaces. It has an  

unmistakable, suede-like and exclusive look, with a soft  
structure and a hand feel with a bit of a grip to it. It is both  

understated and elegant as well as timelessly beautiful and 
classic in any of the numerous available colour options. 

SOFTBUCK 
This smooth and half-matte quality has a distinctive clean look 
that puts exclusive focus on the colour of table mat you choose. 
With almost no structure on the surface, it creates a mini- 
malistic and timeless look on your table that fits in with any 
kind of style and table setting. 
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BUFFALO 
With its large and natural looking pattern and its worn aesthetic, BUFFALO is an 
unspoiled surface, that brings a perfect foundation of rustic style to your table. 
Alternatively, it can beautifully balance out a more sophisticated table setting in 
a grounded and understated way. It is one of our strongest surfaces. 

BULL 
With a rather small, fibrous pattern, this surface has a 
classic leathery look to it. Its rustic expression fits into 
your everyday table setting and beautifully adds on to a 
cozy-chic environment. The surface is soft, durable and 
looks slightly polished. It is one of our strongest surfaces. 
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CLOUD 
With our double-sided table mats you won’t have to limit yourself to 
just one of your favourite colours anymore. Choose two colours at 
the same time and enjoy the freedom to change the expression on 
your table within a heartbeat, by just flipping your table mats up-
side down. LIND DNA’s double-sided leather quality is one of a kind 
and it gives you that extra flexibility when setting the table.

With its smooth and visibly structured surface, CLOUD has a 
strong leathery look to it. The play of lighter and darker colour 
nuances across its surface look a bit like the clouds in the 
sky - with a slightly polished finish. It is one of LIND DNA’s 
strongest qualities and it adds on beautifully to your everyday 
table setting, as well as that next formal occasion.

DOUBLE 
LEATHER
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LACE
This is a half-glossy, half-matte, extravagant 
surface, inspired by premium lace fabrics. It comes  
in two sophisticated colours (black and brown) and
it will make the perfect statemant at your next event. 
Promised. LACE is one of our strongest surfaces.

CROCO
This is one of LIND DNA’s more bold and trendy  
surfaces - for the perfect statement on your table. 
With its unmistakable, lively pattern, CROCO invites 
in the best way to conversation and fun around your 
table. If you are into organic structures and playful 
expression, this surface is perfect for you. At the 
same time it is one of our strongest surfaces.
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THE 
SHAPES
OF
LIND DNA

Setting the perfect table is an art of its 
own. But as long as your decoration 
suits your personality and the overall 
style of your home, you can’t go wrong. 
All of LIND DNA’s table mat surfaces 
come in four different shapes - one for 
every table and every taste.

This is LIND DNA’s most famous and widespread shape. More 
than that, it has become the unique and patented trademark of 
our brand. The CURVE was LIND DNA’s very first design, originally 
created from a sketch of 54 perfect circles. It adds a decorative 
twist to your table and it is practical at the same time - as it will 
only take up the exact space you need for plates, glassware and 
cutlery. It is available in small, large and as glass mats.

CURVE

SQUARE

OVAL

CIRCLE

If you have a round or an oval table, you might want to go for table 
mats that avoid any overlapping of the edges. With our oval table 
mats you will add an organic and modern touch to your dining 
area at the same time. It is available in small and large.

If you enjoy clear, straight lines for order and harmony on  
your table, you will like our square shaped table mats. They 
beautifully define a fair amount of space for all your plates,  
cutlery and glassware, while being classic and subtle to the eye. 
It is available in small, large and as glass mats.

If you want to do something differently, you should take a closer 
look at our circle formed table mats. They will add a balanced, yet 
unconventional, modern expression to every one of your table 
settings. It is available in small, medium, XL and as glass mats.
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CURVE
STONEWARE 3
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LUNCH PLATE 2 PCS DINNER PLATE 2 PCS PLATTER PLATE 1 PC

FINISH/COLOUR 22x19x1,5 cm 30x26x1,5 cm 35x30x3 cm

STONEWARE black 98742 98741 98743

STONEWARE navy blue 98748 98747 98749

BOWL S 2 PCS BOWL M 1 PC DEEP PLATE 2 PCS

FINISH/COLOUR 11x10x6 cm 22x20x10 cm 22x19x5 cm

STONEWARE black 98745 98746 98744

STONEWARE navy blue 98751 98756 98750

As a natural development of our CURVE tabletop collection, we have recently created 
a brand new product range in stoneware. Due to its distinctive shape, CURVE STONE-
WARE lets you reinvent completely, how to arrange and serve food on a plate, a platter 
or a bowl. At the same time, this collection lets you play even more with the perfect 
symmetry of your tabletop ensemble, by adding yet another dimension of curves to 
your table. 

The entire collection consists of three different plates, a platter plate and two bowls. 
All products are available in black and navy blue, which plays very well with the 
unique, mat surface of the stoneware. The entire range is heat restistant up to 270 °C 
in the oven and due to the high density of the material, all pieces are very durable.  
All CURVE STONEWARE products are freezer, microwave and dishwasher safe.  
Combining your table mats with the matching stoneware creates the perfect  
harmony on your table - in everyday life as well as for festive arrangements.

CURVE
STONEWARE
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CURVE
STONEWARE
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CUT&SERVE
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CUT&SERVE

This is a beautiful collection of cutting boards in wooden appearance -  
available in a lighter and a darker colour (ash and walnut). Due to their 
appealing design, the boards a very versatile and can also be used as 
decorative serving boards for tapas or snacks. The complete series is 
extremely thin, lightweight and easy to clean - even dishwasher safe.  
All boards are heat resistant up to 200 °C and can therefore also be used 
as trivets for your hot pots and pans. 
The collection is made from compact laminate, a very strong and durable  
material, consisting of multiple kraft paper layers, pressed together. 
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CUT&SERVE
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CUT&SERVE BOARD
MEASUREMENT: 20x48 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98806

CUT&SERVE BOARD
MEASUREMENT: 20x48 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm
ITEM No. 98807

CUT&SERVE CURVE L 
MEASUREMENT: 35x30 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 9869

CUT&SERVE CURVE S
MEASUREMENT: 25x21 cm 
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm
ITEM No. 9868

CUT&SERVE CURVE L  
MEASUREMENT: 35x30 cm 
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm
ITEM No. 98844

CUT&SERVE CURVE S
MEASUREMENT: 25x21 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98843

CUT&SERVE SQUARE L
MEASUREMENT: 29x35 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 9876

CUT&SERVE SQUARE S
MEASUREMENT: 25x16 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 9875

CUT&SERVE SQUARE L
MEASUREMENT: 29x35 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98846

CUT&SERVE SQUARE S
MEASUREMENT: 25x16 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98845

CUT&SERVE CIRCLE M
MEASUREMENT: D:30 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98803

CUT&SERVE CIRCLE S
MEASUREMENT: D:24 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98802

CUT&SERVE CIRCLE M
MEASUREMENT: D:30 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98848

CUT&SERVE CIRCLE S
MEASUREMENT: D:24 cm
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm
ITEM No. 98847

SERVING BOARD SET
MEASUREMENT: 25x16/11x10x6 cm
STONEWARE black
COMPACT LAMINATE ash, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98762

STONEWARE black
COMPACT LAMINATE walnut, 4 mm 
ITEM No. 98761

CUT&SERVEMULTIFUNCTIONAL & ROBUST 
CUTTING BOARDS 
• Very durable material
• Strong surface, that limits cutting marks
• Heat resistant up to 200 °C
• Dishwasher safe
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CURVE SALT&PEPPER
This is our SALT&PEPPER set, consisting of two small containers - made  
from Danish oak, with a decorative lid on top.  All three pieces are coated with 
recycled leather. They can be taken apart and put back together as you wish -  
connected by invisible magnets. The set can easily be used for storing small pieces 
of jewellery or other things, as well.

CURVE SALT&PEPPER

FINISH/COLOUR 8x10x3 cm  SET OF 2 PCS

OAK nature / NUPO anthracite 981866

OAK nature / NUPO army green 982621

OAK nature / NUPO black 981870

OAK nature / NUPO brown 981869

OAK nature / NUPO dark blue 981024

OAK nature / NUPO light blue 981025

OAK nature / NUPO light grey 981867

OAK nature / NUPO metallic 981871

OAK nature / NUPO nature 982622

OAK nature / NUPO pastel green 981872

OAK nature / NUPO purple 983399

OAK nature / NUPO red 981873

OAK nature / NUPO rose 9854

OAK nature / NUPO sand 981868

OAK nature / CROCO black 98715

OAK nature / CROCO cognac 9858

OAK nature / CROCO silver-black 9859

OAK nature / LACE black  9857

OAK nature / LACE brown  981019

OAK nature / HIPPO white-grey  98939

OAK nature / HIPPO anthracite-grey  98859

OAK nature / HIPPO black-anthracite 981324

CURVE 
SALT&PEPPER
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WOOD BOX&LID
CURVE

WOOD BOX&LID
SQUARE

WOOD BOX&LID 
CIRCLE

FINISH/COLOUR 12,5x14x3 cm 11x11x3 cm D:11x3 cm

OAK nature / BULL black 98163 98167 98157

OAK nature / BULL nature 98162 98170 98159

OAK smoked / BULL black 98160 98169 98158

OAK smoked / BULL nature 98164 98168 98161

OAK nature / HIPPO white-grey 981003 981007 98999

OAK nature / HIPPO anthracite-grey 981004 981008 981000

OAK smoked / HIPPO white-grey 981005 981009 981001

OAK smoked / HIPPO anthracite-grey 981006 981010 981002

Our beautiful wood boxes are made for storing all your small items and home accessories -  
on and off the table. They are designed from Danish oak and treated with vegetable oil, which 
makes all three versions suitable for serving food and snacks, as well. To give you the o 
pportunity to safely store your home accessories out of sight, we have also developed a  
version with a decorative lid, covered with recycled leather.  

WOOD BOX 
 CURVE

WOOD BOX 
SQUARE

WOOD BOX 
CIRCLE

WOOD BOX  
CURVE L

FINISH/COLOUR 12,5x14x3 cm 11x11x3 cm D:11x3 cm 26x23x3 cm

OAK nature 989893 98165 98155  98779

OAK smoked 989924 98166 98156  981018

WOOD 
BOX  

WOOD  
BOX&LID  
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SERVING TRAY SET 
CURVE

SERVING TRAY SET 
SQUARE

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 44x18,5 cm 44x16,5 cm

OAK nature / BULL black 1,6 mm  98769  98758

OAK nature / BULL nature 1,6 mm  98773  98763

OAK nature / HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98991  98987

OAK nature / HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98992  98988

OAK smoke / BULL black  1,6 mm  98774  98767

OAK smoke / BULL nature 1,6 mm  98775  98768

OAK smoke / HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98993  98989

OAK smoke / HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98994  98990

SERVING 
TRAY SET

SERVING TRAY SET
This is our interpretation of a beautiful snack board for any occasion. The set consists 
of a lightweight aluminum board, covered with recycled leather and three wooden  
boxes on top. The board is available in different surfaces and the boxes come in two  
different shapes - available in nature oak and the darker smoked oak. All boxes are 
made from Danish oak and treated with vegetable oil, which makes them suitable for 
serving food.
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NAPKINS
Our 3-ply paper NAPKINS are designed to match 
the colours and surfaces of our TABLE MATS. The 
printed napkins add an eye-catching element to 
your table decoration.

FINISH/COLOUR
NAPKINS 33x33 cm (20 pcs) 

ITEM No. 

PAPER anthracite 989856

PAPER dark blue 989859

PAPER light grey 989857

PAPER pastel green 989861

PAPER purple 989860

PAPER sand 989858

NAPKIN COVER
Our NAPKIN COVER is a stylish envelope, that neatly holds your napkins in place, 
while they’re lying on the table. It is open to both sides and to the front, for easy  
access and it comes in countless different colours and surfaces. Each NAPKIN  
holder comes with a package of matching 3-ply NAPKINS.

FINISH/COLOUR
NAPKIN COVER 17x17 cm 

ITEM No. 

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 989851

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 989853

NUPO black / NUPO purple 989894

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 989854

NUPO light grey / NUPO anthracite 989852

NUPO pastel green / CLOUD anthracite 989855

NUPO purple / NUPO black 989886

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 98567

NUPO sand / NUPO brown 989885

CROCO cognac 98604

CROCO silver-black 98605

LACE black  98606

LACE brown  98903

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98804

HIPPO black-anthracite 981327

HIPPO brown 981461

HIPPO curry 981442

HIPPO light blue 981459

HIPPO navy blue 981460

HIPPO orange 981463

HIPPO pastel green 981444

HIPPO plum 981443

HIPPO sand 981464

HIPPO white-grey  98942

NAPKIN 
COVER
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A handmade aluminum tray, made in a beautiful and  
simplistic style with only two functional details: a leather 
cord - to hold your napkins neatly in place - and an opening 
on one side, to easily move the tray around. You can choose 
from a number of different colours and surfaces - both for the 
aluminum inside and the leather cover outside. 

NAPKIN HOLDER

COLOUR/MATERIAL 9x17x18 cm

NUPO anthracite / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 981350

NUPO army green / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 982633

NUPO black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 982635

NUPO brown / ALU bronze / LEATHER CORD brown 981355

NUPO light grey / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 981351

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / LEATHER CORD black 982075

NUPO nature / ALU bronze / LEATHER CORD nature 982634

NUPO sand / ALU bronze / LEATHER CORD brown 981354

CROCO black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 98819

CROCO cognac / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 98607

CROCO silver-black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 98608

LACE black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 98609

KITCHEN HOLDER
Our kitchen roll holder is handmade from strong aluminum and coated with soft,  
recycled leather. A simple click system makes it easy to exchange the kitchen paper 
roll on the beautiful rod, made from Danish oak. The holder can stand upright on your 
kitchen table or it can be mounted on the wall - and moved to the table, only when 
needed. All items necessary for mounting are included. 

KITCHEN HOLDER L KITCHEN HOLDER XL

COLOUR/MATERIAL 24x13 cm 27,5x13 cm

NUPO anthracite / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 981357 981445

NUPO army green / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 982623 982625

NUPO black / ALU black / OAK nature 981814 981817

NUPO brown / ALU bronze / OAK nature 981362 981450

NUPO light grey / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 981358 981446

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / OAK nature 981815 981818

NUPO nature / ALU bronze / OAK nature 982624 982626

NUPO pastel green / ALU pastel green / OAK nature 981816 981819

NUPO rose / ALU metallic / OAK nature 98185 98186

NUPO sand / ALU bronze / OAK nature 981361 981449

CROCO black / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 98815 98816

CROCO cognac / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 98187 98188

CROCO silver-black / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 98660 98662

LACE black / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 98661 98663

HIPPO anthracite-grey / ALU anthracite / OAK nature  98860  98861

HIPPO black-anthracite / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 981325 981326

HIPPO white-grey / ALU anthracite / OAK nature  98940  98941

* WITH DOUBLE BRACKET FOR MOUNTING

NAPKIN 
HOLDER
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LOOP 
4 PCS

LOOP NAME 
4 PCS

LOOP BRIDGE 
2 PCS

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 1x30 cm 5x8 cm 6x14 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel 
green 1,6 mm 98479  98216 98231

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 1,6 mm 98481  98218 98233

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 1,6 mm 98480 98217 98232

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 1,6 mm 98485 98222 98237

NUPO army green / NUPO nature 1,6 mm 98484 98219 98234

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 1,6 mm 98482 98220 98235

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 1,6 mm 98483 98221 98236

NUPO purple / NUPO black 1,6 mm 98488  98226 98241

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 1,6 mm 98489 98225 98240

BULL black / BULL brown 1,6 mm 98486 98223 98238

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 1,6 mm 98487 98224 98239

CROCO black 1,6 mm 98491 98228 98243

CROCO cognac 1,6 mm 98490 98227 98242

CROCO silver-black 1,6 mm 98492 98229 98244

LACE black 1,6 mm  98493  98230  98245

LACE brown 1,6 mm  98904  98906  98905

HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98805  98850  98849

HIPPO black-anthracite 1,6 mm 981376 981417 981416

HIPPO brown 1,6 mm 981518 981502 981510

HIPPO curry 1,6 mm 981513 981497 981505

HIPPO light blue 1,6 mm 981516 981500 981508

HIPPO navy blue 1,6 mm 981517 981501 981509

HIPPO orange 1,6 mm 981519 981503 981511

HIPPO pastel green 1,6 mm 981515 981499 981507

HIPPO plum 1,6 mm 981514 981498 981506

HIPPO sand 1,6 mm 981520 981504 981512

HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98944  98948  98946

LOOP NAME
LOOP NAME is a combination of a napkin ring and a name card in one - it is our way of 
making your table setting as personal as possible. The available colour options match 
the colours of our table mats, so you can either complement the two or play with differ-
ent colours for a nice contrast. 

LOOP BRIDGE
A beautiful, simple napkin ring that completes your table setting in an elegant way. It’s 
available both in one colour and double-sided, with different colours on each side, so you 
have the possibility to flip it around and choose a different colour option every now and 
then. The available colour options match the colours of our table mats, so you can either 
complement the two or play with different colours for a nice contrast. 

LOOP 

LOOP
Our LOOP is a napkin ring in recycled leather, that holds together and embellishes 
the napkins in your table setting arrangement. It’s available both in one colour and 
double-sided, with different colours on each side, so you have the possibility to flip 
it around and choose another colour option every now and then. The available colour 
options match the colours of our table mats, so you can either complement the two  
or play with different colours for a nice contrast. 
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GLASS 
DECORATION
Our glass decoration icons are the perfect way to keep track of your drink 
at a party - and yes, they are also a great gift for the host or the hostess. 
They come in two shapes (a STAR and a FLOWER), in several colours on 
both sides and can be attached to your glass through a tiny opening. 

FLOWER GLASS  
DECOR 4 PCS.

STAR GLASS 
DECOR 4 PCS.

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:7,5 cm D:9 cm

DOUBLE I
NUPO dark blue / NUPO black
NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey
CLOUD black / Nupo metallic
CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green

2 mm 98558 98556

DOUBLE II
CLOUD brown / NUPO sand
NUPO nature / NUPO army green
NUPO purple / NUPO black
NUPO rose / NUPO light grey

2 mm 98559 98557

TREE ORNAMENT HEART ORNAMENT STAR ORNAMENT GLASS MAT STAR GLASS MAT HEART

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 12x8 cm 9x12 cm 12x12 cm 15x15 cm 13x13 cm

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 982592 982580 982586 982603 982611

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 982594 982582 982588 982605 982613

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 982593 982581 982587 982604 982612

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982907 982908 982909 _______ _______

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 982595 982583 982589 982606 982614

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 982596 982584 982590 982607 982615

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982597 982585 982591 982608 982616

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 989898 989904 989901 _______ _______

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 98460 98171 98275 98154 98153

CELEBRATION 
COLLECTION

Our celebration collection consists of a number of small, two-sided ornaments 
(a TREE, a STAR and a HEART) and two kinds of glass mats (a STAR and a HEART) 

in different colour combinations. All ornaments come with a leather string 
attached, so you can easily hang them up. The glass mats can also be used as 

name cards or simplistic decoration items throughout the house. 
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A beautiful and simplistic vase in recycled leather, with a handstitched handle and glass inside.  
Available in four different sizes and plenty of different colours and surfaces. Made for every home.

BLOCK VASE S BLOCK VASE M BLOCK VASE L BLOCK VASE XL 

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY.  D.7,5xH.15 cm  D.11xH.20 cm  D.15XH.25 cm D.15xH.30 cm

NUPO anthracite / GLASS 1,6 mm 983027 983039 983051 983063

NUPO army green / GLASS 1,6 mm 983034 983046 983058 983070

NUPO black / GLASS 1,6 mm 983030 983042 983054 983066

NUPO dark blue / GLASS 1,6 mm 983035 983047 983059 983071

NUPO light blue / GLASS 1,6 mm 983033 983045 983057 983069

NUPO light grey / GLASS 1,6 mm 983028 983040 983052 983064

NUPO metallic / GLASS 1,6 mm 983031 983043 983055 983067

NUPO nature / GLASS 1,6 mm 983036 983048 983060 983072

NUPO pastel green / GLASS 1,6 mm 983032 983044 983056 983068

NUPO purple / GLASS 1,6 mm 983038 983050 983062 983074

NUPO rose / GLASS 1,6 mm 9821 9816 9811 9826

NUPO sand / GLASS 1,6 mm 983029 983041 983053 983065

CROCO black / GLASS 1,6 mm 981022 98813 98812 98814

CROCO cognac / GLASS 1,6 mm 9819 9814 9809 9824

CROCO silver-black / GLASS 1,6 mm 9820 9815 9810 9825

LACE black / GLASS    1,6 mm 9818 9813 9808 9823

LACE brown / GLASS    1,6 mm 98914 98913 98912 98915

HIPPO anthracite-grey / GLASS    1,6 mm 981011 98811 98810 98821

HIPPO black-anthracite / GLASS    1,6 mm 981336 981334 981333 981335

HIPPO brown / GLASS 1,6 mm 981486 981478 981470 981494

HIPPO curry / GLASS 1,6 mm 981481 981473 981465 981489

HIPPO light blue / GLASS 1,6 mm 981484 981476 981468 981492

HIPPO navy blue / GLASS 1,6 mm 981485 981477 981469 981493

HIPPO orange / GLASS    1,6 mm 981487 981479 981471 981495

HIPPO pastel green / GLASS    1,6 mm 981483 981475 981467 981491

HIPPO plum / GLASS    1,6 mm 981482 981474 981466 981490

HIPPO sand / GLASS    1,6 mm 981488 981480 981472 981496

HIPPO white-grey / GLASS    1,6 mm 98969 98968 98967 98971

BLOCK  
VASE

HANGING BLOCK 
HANGING BLOCK is created in recycled leather with a unique handstitched finish and a 
leather string, making it a possibility to hang the glass vase. HANGING BLOCK has many 
different ways of application, such as: decorative, for storage, plants or herbs.

HANGING BLOCK S HANGING BLOCK M HANGING BLOCK L

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D.10xH.8 cm D.11xH.10 cm D.13xH.12,5 cm

NUPO anthracite / GLASS 983075 983087 983099

NUPO army green / GLASS 983082 983094 983106

NUPO black / GLASS 983078 983090 983102

NUPO dark blue / GLASS 983083 983095 983107

NUPO light blue / GLASS 983081 983093 983105

NUPO light grey / GLASS 983076 983088 983100

NUPO metallic / GLASS 983079 983091 983103

NUPO nature / GLASS 983084 983096 983108

NUPO pastel green / GLASS 983080 983092 983104

NUPO purple / GLASS 983086 983098 983110

NUPO rose / GLASS 98738 98739 98740

NUPO sand / GLASS 983077 983089 983101
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NEXT TO YOU 
VASES S

NEXT TO YOU  
VASES M

FINISH/COLOUR/MATERIAL QLTY.
D. 7,5xH.15 cm 
D. 7,5xH.15 cm

 D. 11xH.20 cm
D. 7,5xH.15 cm

NUPO light grey /  
NUPO rose / GLASS 1,6 mm  98837  98840

CLOUD black /  
NUPO metallic / GLASS 1,6 mm   98838  98841

NUPO pastel green /  
NUPO anthracite / GLASS 1,6 mm   98839  98842

MULTI 
VASE

Our NEXT TO YOU vase is a combination of two vases in different sizes, strapped together with  
a leather bond in DOUBLE NUPO. Every set is available in two different sizes and with different 
colours for the leather bond. The MULTI VASE is a hanging vase, which gives a whole new look 
to the storage of herbs in your kitchen or the flowers in your home. The vase consists of a  
cylinder-shaped glass vase, surrounded by a wide leather bond in recycled leather and a  
leather cord to hang it up with.

MULTI VASE S MULTI VASE M

COLOUR/MATERIAL QLTY.  D. 7,5xH.15 cm  D. 11xH. 20 cm

NUPO light grey / NUPO rose / GLASS 2 mm  98822  98795

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic / GLASS 2 mm  98823  98796

NUPO pastel green / NUPO anthracite / GLASS 2 mm  98824  98797

NEXT TO YOU SMULTI VASE

NEXT  
TO YOU
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These handcrafted candle holders in our beloved CURVE shape, are made from 
Danish oak and coated with recycled leather. They can either be taken apart and 
placed next to each other, or be placed on top of each other, being connected by 
hidden magnets. You can even combine two, three or four of them on top of each 
other, to build a larger decorative piece. 

CURVE CANDLE HOLDER  
SET OF 2 PCS

CURVE CANDLE HOLDER TEALIGHT
SET OF 2 PCS

FINISH/COLOUR 8x10x2,5 cm 8x10x2,5 cm

OAK nature / NUPO anthracite 981756 981764

OAK nature / NUPO army green 982600 982598

OAK nature / NUPO black 981760 981768

OAK nature / NUPO brown 981759 981767

OAK nature / NUPO dark blue 989874 989876

OAK nature / NUPO light blue 989875 989877

OAK nature / NUPO light grey 981757 981765

OAK nature / NUPO metallic 981761 981769

OAK nature / NUPO nature 982601 982599

OAK nature / NUPO pastel green 981762 981770

OAK nature / NUPO purple 983414 983415

OAK nature / NUPO red 981763 981771

OAK nature / NUPO rose 9838 9842

OAK nature / NUPO sand 981758 981766

OAK nature / CROCO black 98713 98714

OAK  nature / CROCO cognac 9840 9844

OAK  nature / CROCO silver-black 9841 9845

OAK  nature / LACE black  9839  9843

OAK nature / LACE brown  98920  98921

OAK nature / HIPPO white-grey  98979  98980

OAK nature / HIPPO anthracite-grey  98829  98831

OAK nature / HIPPO black-anthracite 981338 981339

CURVE 
CANDLE 
HOLDER
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CANDLE HOLDER & LEATHER BOARD
Our handcrafted, simplistic steel board, coated with recycled leather, is available 
in two different shapes - RECTANGULAR and CURVE. Both the board itself and the 
coating come in various different colours. 

CONE and QUADRO are our candle holders, made from beautiful Danish oak, with 
hidden magnets inside. They come in three different colours (black, nature and 
smoaked) and can beautifully be placed on our LEATHER BOARD, due to their 
magnetic properties.

CONE CANDLE HOLDER
set of 2 pcs

QUADRO CANDLE HOLDER
set of 2 pcs

MATERIAL 3x9 / 3x12 cm 3x9 / 3x12 cm

OAK black 982652 982910

OAK nature 982653 982911

OAK smoked 989800 989801

* CONE/QUADRO CANDLE IS MAGNETIC AND CAN ONLY BE USED ON A STEEL SURFACE LIKE LEATHER BOARD

LEATHER BOARD 
CURVE

LEATHER BOARD 
RECTANGULAR

COLOUR/MATERIAL 14x17 cm 27x11 cm

NUPO anthracite / STEEL black 982771 982654

NUPO army green / STEEL black 982779 982662

NUPO black / STEEL black 982775 982658

NUPO brown / STEEL metallic 982774 982657

NUPO dark blue / STEEL black 982780 982663

NUPO light blue / STEEL metallic 982778 982661

NUPO light grey / STEEL black 982772 982655

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic 982777 982660

NUPO nature / STEEL metallic 982781 982664

NUPO pastel green / STEEL metallic 982776 982659

NUPO purple / STEEL black 98736 983421

NUPO red / STEEL metallic 982782 982783

NUPO rose / STEEL metallic  98587  98586

NUPO sand / STEEL metallic  982773  982656

CROCO black  / STEEL black 98817 981023

CROCO cognac / STEEL black  98190  98193

CROCO silver-black / STEEL black  98191 98194

LACE black / STEEL black  98189  98192

LACE brown / STEEL black  98922  98923

HIPPO white-grey / STEEL metallic  98981  98982

HIPPO anthracite-grey / STEEL metallic  98808  98809

HIPPO black-anthracite / STEEL metallic 981340 981341

* LEATHER BOARD AND CONE/QUADRO CANDLE ARE PURCHASED SEPARATELY

CANDLE 
HOLDER & 
LEATHER 

BOARD
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These handcrafted candle holders in beautiful Danish oak consist of two small 
containers that can be attached to each other through hidden magnets. You can 
take them apart and place them next to each other or put them on top of each 
other - just the way you want to. 

CIRCLE CANDLE HOLDER
SET OF 2 PCS

CIRCLE CANDLE 
HOLDER TEALIGHT

SET OF 2 PCS

MATERIAL D:9 cm D:9 cm

OAK nature 98413 98409

OAK smoked 98411 98408

CIRCLE
CANDLE 
HOLDER
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TABLE RUNNER
Our table runners in recycled leather come in lots of different sizes, surfaces and 
colours. They can be used as a central part of your overall table decoration. If you 
are planning a dinner for two, a table runner will serve as a beautiful connection 
between you and your significant other - literally. 

TABLE RUNNER M TABLE RUNNER L 

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 38,5x140 CM 50x140 CM

NUPO anthracite 0,8 mm 981672 981679

NUPO black 0,8 mm 982002 982005

NUPO brown 0,8 mm 981675 981682

NUPO light grey 0,8 mm 981673 981680

NUPO metallic 0,8 mm 982003 982006

NUPO pastel green 0,8 mm 982004 982007

NUPO red 0,8 mm 982466 982467

NUPO rose 0,8 mm 98599 98431

NUPO sand 0,8 mm 981674 981681

CROCO black 0,8 mm 98650 98651

CROCO cognac 0,8 mm 98430 98433

CROCO silver-black 0,8 mm 98653 98652

LACE black 0,8 mm  98598  98432

HIPPO white-grey 0,8 mm  98938  98937

HIPPO anthracite-grey 0,8 mm  98858  98857

HIPPO black-anthracite 0,8 mm 981373 981415

TABLE    
RUNNER
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This is a beautiful and functional circle shaped trivet in 3mm quality - made from 
recycled leather. Available in several different surfaces and colours - separately or as 
a set. Easy to clean and heat resistant up to 200 °C. 

HOT MAT CIRCLE XS HOT MAT CIRCLE S HOT MAT CIRCLE M

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:18 cm D:24 cm D:30 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981535 981539 981543

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982962 982963 982964

BULL black 3 mm 98108 98112 98116

BULL brown 3 mm 98109 98115 98118

BULL nature 3 mm 98110 98114 98119

BULL red 3 mm 98752 98753 98754

HOT MAT CIRCLE XL HOT MAT SET

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:40 cm D:24+30 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981547 981635

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982965 982980

BULL black 3 mm 98943 981135

BULL brown 3 mm 98945 981137

BULL nature 3 mm 98947 981139

BULL red 3 mm 98949 981141

HOT MAT    
CIRCLE
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HOT MAT CURVE, DOUBLE & TRIPLE
A beautiful and functional design in 3mm quality - made from recycled leather. 
Available in our beloved CURVE shape, as a set of two circles connected (DOUBLE) 
and as a set of three circles connected (TRIPLE). They can be used as trivets but 
also as beautiful coasters for vases, candles and other decorative items throughout 
your house. Just think outside the box. 

HOT MAT CURVE

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 28x34 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981551

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982966

BULL black 3 mm 98550

BULL brown 3 mm 98504

BULL nature 3 mm 98505

BULL red 3 mm 98757

HOT MAT DOUBLE HOT MAT TRIPLE

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:24/30 cm D:18/24/30 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981555 981559

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982967 982968

BULL black 3 mm 98970 98836

BULL brown 3 mm 98972 98832

BULL nature 3 mm 98974 98834

BULL red 3 mm 98976 98959

HOT MAT  
TRIPLE

HOT MAT  
CURVE 
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TRAY SQUARE MINI 

This is a decorative aluminum tray, with an exchangeable recycled leather inlay. Useful for smaller 
servings, as a permanent tray for the kitchen or for storing small accessories. Both the tray and the 
exchangeable inlay come in different colours - allowing you to adjust the appearance of your tray from 
time to time.

TRAY SQUARE MINI 
ALU ANTHRACITE

TRAY SQUARE MINI 
ALU BRONZE

TRAY SQUARE MINI 
ALU METALLIC

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 22x22x4,8 cm  22x22x4,8 cm 22x22x4,8 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 982436 982444 982452

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 982437 982445 982453

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 982438 982446 982454

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982866 982867 982868

NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 982439 982447 982455

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 982440 982448 982456

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982442 982450 982458

NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 989890 989891 989892

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 98455 98456 98454

BULL black / BULL brown 2 mm 982441 _______ 982457

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 2 mm 982443 982451 982459

CROCO black 2 mm 98732 _______ _______

CROCO cognac 2 mm 98734 _______ _______

CROCO silver-black 2 mm 98733 _______ _______

LACE black 1,6 mm  98735 _______ _______

LACE brown 1,6 mm  98908 _______ _______

HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98951 _______ _______

HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98852 _______ _______

TRAY 
SQUARE 

MINI
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TRAY SQUARE S 

This is a decorative aluminum tray, with an exchangeable recycled leather inlay. Useful 
for medium servings, as a permanent tray for the kitchen or for storing accessories. Both 
the tray and the exchangeable inlay come in different colours - allowing you to adjust the 
appearance of your tray from time to time.

TRAY SQUARE S  
ALU ANTHRACITE

TRAY SQUARE S  
ALU BRONZE

TRAY SQUARE S 
ALU METALLIC 

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 29x29x2,8 cm 29x29x2,8 cm 29x29x2,8 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 982268 982276 982284

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 982269 982277 982285

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 982270 982278 982286

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982872 982873 982874

NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 982271 982279 982287

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 982272 982280 982288

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982273 982281 982289

NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 989907 989908 989909

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 98458 98459 98457

BULL black / BULL brown 2 mm 982274 982282 982290

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 2 mm 982275 982283 982291

CROCO black 2 mm 98728 _______ _______

CROCO cognac 2 mm 98730 _______ _______

CROCO silver-black 2 mm 98729 _______ _______

LACE black 1,6 mm  98731 _______ _______

LACE brown 1,6 mm  98909 _______ _______

HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98952 _______ _______

HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98853 _______ _______

TRAY 
SQUARE S 
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TRAY SQUARE M
 

A decorative aluminum tray with exchangeable recycled leather inlay. Useful for dinner servings, as a 
permanent tray for the kitchen or for storing accessories. Both the tray itself and the exchangeable inlay 
come in various different colours - allowing you to adjust the appearance of your tray from time to time.

TRAY SQUARE M  
ALU ANTHRACITE

TRAY SQUARE M 
ALU BRONZE

TRAY SQUARE M 
ALU METALLIC 

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 28x36x2,8 cm  28x36x2,8 cm  28x36x2,8 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 989812 989821 989830

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 989814 989823 989832

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 989813 989822 989831

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 989818 989827 989836

NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 989815 989824 989833

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 989816 989825 989834

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 989817 989826 989835

NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 989910 989911 989912

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 98445 98450 98444

BULL black / BULL brown 2 mm 989819 989828 989837

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 2 mm 989820 989829 989838

CROCO black 2 mm 98724 _______ _______

CROCO cognac 2 mm 98726 _______ _______

CROCO silver-black 2 mm 98725 _______ _______

LACE black 1,6 mm  98727 _______ _______

LACE brown 1,6 mm  98911 _______ _______

HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98953 _______ _______

HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98854 _______ _______

TRAY 
SQUARE M 
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TRAY SQUARE L
A decorative aluminum tray with exchangeable recycled leather inlay. Useful for large servings, as a 
permanent tray for the kitchen or for storage. Both the tray itself and the exchangeable inlay come in 
various different colours - allowing you to adjust the appearance of your tray from time to time.

TRAY SQUARE L  
ALU ANTHRACITE

TRAY SQUARE L 
ALU BRONZE

TRAY SQUARE L 
ALU METALLIC

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 37x47x3,5 cm 37x47x3,5 cm 37x47x3,5 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 982292 982300 982308

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 982293 982301 982309

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 982294 982302 982310

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982869 982870 982871

NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 982295 982303 982311

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 982296 982304 982312

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 982297 982305 982313

NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 989913 989914 989915

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 98441 98443 98440

BULL black / BULL brown 2 mm 982298 982306 982314

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 2 mm 982299 982307 982315

CROCO black 2 mm 98720 _______ _______

CROCO cognac 2 mm 98722 _______ _______

CROCO silver-black 2 mm 98721 _______ _______

LACE black 1,6 mm  98723 _______ _______

LACE brown 1,6 mm  98910 _______ _______

HIPPO white-grey 1,6 mm  98954 _______ _______

HIPPO anthracite-grey 1,6 mm  98855 _______ _______

TRAY 
SQUARE L 
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SLIM TRAY 
 

This is an elegant and minimalistic steel tray, coated with recycled leather. It 
adds on to any tabletop, any room in the house and the items it carries. It can 
beautifully be combined with CONE CANDLE HOLDER and QUADRO CANDLE 
HOLDER, due to their integrated hidden magnets.

SLIM TRAY 
STEEL BLACK

FINISH/COLOUR 18x32 cm

NUPO anthracite 982665

NUPO army green 982673

NUPO black 982669

NUPO brown 982668

NUPO dark blue 982676

NUPO light blue 982675

NUPO light grey 982666

NUPO metallic 982670

NUPO nature 982674

NUPO pastel green 982671

NUPO purple 983423

NUPO red 982672

NUPO rose 98565

NUPO sand 982667

CROCO cognac 98610

CROCO silver-black 98611

LACE black  98612

HIPPO white-grey  98955

HIPPO anthracite-grey  98856

HIPPO black-anthracite 981418

SLIM 
TRAY

ICON TRAY 
 

With its quirky angles, this tray is a real eye-catcher. You can turn it in different 
directions and you will get a new expression every time. It is designed in thin  
aluminum and comes with an exchangeable recycled leather inlay. The inlay 
comes in various colours - allowing you to adjust the appearance of your tray 
within a heartbeat. 

ICON TRAY 

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 29x29x4,6 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green / ALU black 2 mm 98674

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic / ALU black 2 mm 98675

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand / ALU black 2 mm 98676

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey / ALU black 2 mm 98677

NUPO army green / NUPO nature / ALU black  2 mm 98678

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black / ALU black 2 mm 98679

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey  / ALU black 2 mm 98680

NUPO purple / NUPO black / ALU black 2 mm 98681

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey / ALU black 2 mm 98710

BULL black / BULL brown / ALU black 2 mm 98673

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature / ALU black 2 mm 98672

CROCO black / ALU black 2 mm 98737

CROCO cognac / ALU black 2 mm 98685

CROCO silver-black / ALU black 2 mm 98684

LACE black  / ALU black 2 mm  98686

LACE brown / ALU black 1,6 mm  98907

HIPPO white-grey / ALU black 1,6 mm 98950

HIPPO anthracite-grey / ALU black 1,6 mm 98851

ICON TRAY 
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A minimalistic, hanging steel tray,  
coated in recycled leather. Perfect for an 
upgraded presentation of plants, candles or 
even your seasonal decoration - with the 
leather cords beautifully framing what ever 
you put on the tray. Both the tray itself 
and the coating are available in three 
different colours.

PENDULUM 
CIRCLE

COLOUR/MATERIAL  D:40 cm 

NUPO black / STEEL black 982768

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic 982770

PENDULUM 
CIRCLE

An elegantly shaped steel ellipse, coated with recycled leather.  
Suitable both as a lovely piece of decoration throughout your house 
or as a sophisticated element of your table setting. Both the steel 
tray and the coating are available in a number of different colours. 

ELLIPSE TRAY M ELLIPSE TRAY L

COLOUR/MATERIAL 31,5x18 cm 39x23 cm

NUPO black / ALU black 983352 983355

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic 983353 983356

NUPO pastel green / ALU pastel green 983354 983357

ELLIPSE 
TRAY
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SLIM RAIL 
This is a combination of a minimalistic aluminum shelf, covered with recycled leather and 
a rail for hanging jackets, keys or accessories underneath. A very functional, space saving 
and stylish design. Both the aluminum shelf, the leather coating and the wooden rod of the 
rail are available in different colours.

SLIM RAIL

COLOUR/MATERIAL 14x45 cm

NUPO black / ALU black / OAK nature 982981

NUPO black / ALU black / OAK smoked 982983

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / OAK nature 982982

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / OAK smoked 982984

SLIM SHELF  
A minimalistic and slim aluminum shelf, coated with recycled leather. It is 
available in different colours for the shelf itself and for the coating. Suitable  
for all rooms in the house and easily mounted to the wall. All items necessary 
for mounting are included. 

SLIM SHELF S SLIM SHELF M

COLOUR/MATERIAL 12x35 cm 20x45 cm

NUPO black / ALU black 981825 981820

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic 981826 981821

NUPO pastel green / ALU pastel green 981827 981822

TOILET PAPER HOLDER
This is a minimalistic toilet paper holder, with aluminum frame, 
coated with recycled leather. A simple click system makes it easy 
to exchange the toilet paper roll on the rod, made from Danish oak. 
Both the frame and the coating come in different colours, decorating 
your bathroom in a minimalistic and timeless way.

TOILET PAPER HOLDER

COLOUR/MATERIAL 12X13 CM

NUPO black / ALU black / OAK nature 981928

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / OAK nature 981929

NUPO pastel green / ALU pastel green / OAK nature 981930

CURVE SHELF 
Designed in our beloved CURVE shape, and coated with recycled leather, this minimalistic 
steel shelf is ideal for both decoration and storage purposes. Its open shape gives you easy 
access to all items from any angle. Both the shelf itself and the coating come in different 
colours. All items necessary for mounting are included. 

CURVE SHELF

COLOUR/MATERIAL 24x29x21,5 cm

NUPO black / STEEL black 981776

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic 981777

NUPO pastel green / STEEL pastel green 981778

SHELVES
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CURVE TABLE
This design perfectly embodies what LIND DNA stands for: the beloved CURVE form, high 
quality recycled leather and the principle of form and function in perfect harmony. It is a 
versatile table, that can be used as a nightstand, a living room table, a serving table, for 
decoration or for storage. Its frame is made of steel, coated with recycled leather and 
completed by a wooden rod in Danish oak. CURVE TABLE comes in two different sizes and 
both the frame, as well as the coating are available in a number of different colours. 

CURVE TABLE 
L

CURVE TABLE 
XL

COLOUR/MATERIAL 39x44x38 cm 62x73x45 cm

NUPO black / STEEL black / OAK nature 981786 981997

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic / OAK nature 981787 981998

NUPO pastel green / STEEL pastel green / OAK nature 981788 981999

NUPO rose / STEEL metallic / OAK nature 9860 98563

CROCO cognac / STEEL black / OAK nature 9862 9866

CROCO silver-black / STEEL black / OAK nature 9864 9867

LACE black / STEEL black / OAK nature  98656  98657

HIPPO white-grey / STEEL black / OAK nature  98958  98960

HIPPO anthracite-grey / STEEL black / OAK nature  981014  981015

HIPPO black-anthracite / STEEL black / OAK nature 981369 981371

CURVE
TABLE
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CURVE TABLE 
DOUBLE

CURVE TABLE DOUBLE�
As a natural development of the CURVE TABLE, we have developed CURVE TABLE DOUBLE 
to give you even more possibilities to display and store your favourite things. Its frame is 
made of steel, coated with recycled leather and completed by a wooden rod in Danish oak. 
It comes in two different sizes and the frame, as well as the coating are available in a 
number of different colours.

CURVE TABLE 
DOUBLE L

CURVE TABLE 
DOUBLE XL

COLOUR/MATERIAL 39x44x72 cm 62x73x85 cm

NUPO black / STEEL black / OAK nature 981781 982037

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic / OAK nature 981782 982038

NUPO pastel green / STEEL pastel green / OAK nature 981783 982039

NUPO rose / STEEL metallic / OAK nature 9861 _______

CROCO cognac / STEEL black / OAK nature 9863 _______

CROCO silver-black / STEEL black / OAK nature 9865 _______

LACE black / STEEL black / OAK nature  98658 _______

HIPPO white-grey / STEEL black / OAK nature  98956 _______

HIPPO anthracite-grey / STEEL black / OAK nature  98833 _______

HIPPO black-anthracite / STEEL black / OAK nature 981370 _______

CURVE
TABLE

DOUBLE
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This is a solid steel frame, coated with recycled leather and 
completed by a wooden rod, made of Danish oak. It can be 
used as a table, as a container for fire wood, for blankets 
or books or anything else you can imagine. It can also be 
stacked on top of each other, to build a bookshelf. 

TABLE&MORE

COLOUR/MATERIAL 40x40x40 cm

NUPO black / STEEL black / OAK black 98544

NUPO light grey / STEEL black / OAK black 98545

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic / OAK nature 98543

NUPO rose / STEEL metallic / OAK nature 98539

CROCO black / STEEL black / OAK nature 98820

CROCO cognac / STEEL black / OAK nature 98540

CROCO silver-black / STEEL black / OAK black 98541

LACE black / STEEL black / OAK black 98654

HIPPO white-grey / STEEL black / OAK nature 98961

HIPPO anthracite-grey / STEEL black / OAK nature 981016

HIPPO black-anthracite / STEEL black / OAK nature 981372

A solid aluminum frame, coated with recycled leather and completed 
by a wooden rod, made of Danish oak. STOOL&TABLE can be used as 
a table, as a container for storage or as a chair. Both the frame and 
the coating come in several delightful colours.

STOOL&TABLE

FINISH/COLOUR 46x33x40 cm

NUPO black / ALU black / OAK nature 98277

NUPO light grey / ALU rose / OAK nature 98276

NUPO metallic / ALU black / OAK nature 98577

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / OAK nature 98278

NUPO rose / ALU metallic / OAK nature 98575

CROCO cognac / ALU black / OAK nature 98279

CROCO silver-black / ALU black / OAK nature 98280

LACE black / ALU black / OAK nature  98655

HIPPO white-grey / ALU black / OAK nature  98963

HIPPO anthracite-grey / ALU black / OAK nature  98798

HIPPO black-anthracite / ALU black / OAK nature 981329TABLE 
&MORE

STOOL 
&TABLE
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Exactly what it claims to be - a simplistic and functional aluminum CONTAINER, 
coated with recycled leather and completed by a wooden rod, made of Danish 
oak. It can be used for firewood, blankets or anything else you can imagine. It 
can also be stacked on top of each other to build a bookshelf. 

CONTAINER

COLOUR/MATERIAL 32x38x31 cm

NUPO anthracite / ALU anthracite / OAK black 981343

NUPO army green / ALU anthracite / OAK black 982619

NUPO black / ALU black / OAK nature 982026

NUPO brown / ALU bronze / OAK nature 981348

NUPO light grey / ALU anthracite / OAK black 981344

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / OAK nature 982027

NUPO nature / ALU bronze / OAK nature 982620

NUPO pastel green / ALU pastel green / OAK nature 982028

NUPO rose / ALU metallic / OAK nature 9835

NUPO sand / ALU bronze / OAK nature 981347

CROCO cognac / ALU anthracite / OAK nature 9836

CROCO silver-black / ALU anthracite / OAK black 9837

LACE black / ALU anthracite / OAK nature  98706

HIPPO white-grey / ALU black / OAK nature  98962

HIPPO anthracite-grey / ALU black / OAK nature  981017

HIPPO black-anthracite / ALU black / OAK nature 981328

CONTAINER
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MAGAZINE HOLDER M MAGAZINE HOLDER L

COLOUR/MATERIAL 31x25x11 cm 38x31x16 cm

NUPO anthracite / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 981197 981201

NUPO army green / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 982627 982630

NUPO black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 982629 982632

NUPO brown / ALU bronze / LEATHER CORD brown 981200 981204

NUPO light grey / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 981198 981202

NUPO metallic / ALU metallic / LEATHER CORD black 982071 982070

NUPO nature / ALU bronze / LEATHER CORD brown 982628 982631

NUPO sand / ALU bronze / LEATHER CORD brown 981199 981203

NUPO rose / ALU metallic / LEATHER CORD black 98247 98246

CROCO cognac / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 98248 98250

CROCO silver-black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black 98251 98249

LACE black / ALU anthracite / LEATHER CORD black  98709  98708

HIPPO white-grey / ALU anthracite  98965  98964

HIPPO anthracite-grey / ALU anthracite  98800  98799

HIPPO black-anthracite / ALU anthracite 981331 981330

* WITH DOUBLE BRACKET FOR MOUNTING

A versatile seating option that will add character, colour and texture to 
your home. Designed in solid steel and covered with recycled leather on 
the seat. Both the frame and the coating are available in different colours. 
You choose!

FLAMINGO HIGH STOOL

FINISH/COLOUR 40x75 cm

NUPO black / STEEL black 98173

NUPO light grey / STEEL rose 98592

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic 98174

NUPO rose / STEEL black 98593

CROCO cognac / STEEL black 98175

CROCO silver-black / STEEL black 98176

LACE black / STEEL black  98659

HIPPO white-grey / STEEL black  98966

HIPPO anthracite-grey / STEEL black  98801

HIPPO black-anthracite / STEEL black 981332

A minimalistic yet decorative aluminum magazine holder, coated 
with recycled leather and completed by a leather cord, that neatly 
holds your magazines in place. It can either be placed on the floor  
or mounted to the wall - whatever suits your room best. Both the 
aluminum frame and the leather coating come in different colours. 

MAGAZINE
HOLDER

FLAMINGO
HIGH STOOL
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FLOOR MAT 
Our floor mats come in three different shapes - CURVE, CIRCLE and DOUBLE - all 
in a 3 mm quality. They add style and that special touch to your kitchen, the 
bathroom or the living room, while at the same time protecting your floors from 
wearing down. They are available in a number of beatiful colours. 

FLOOR MAT
 DOUBLE

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:69/92 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981581

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982975

BULL black 3 mm 98830

BULL brown 3 mm 98826

BULL nature 3 mm 98828

BULL red 3 mm 981148

FLOOR MAT  
CURVE XXL 

FLOOR MAT  
CURVE XXXL   

FLOOR MAT  
CURVE XXXXL

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY.  62x73 cm 92x108 cm 115x135 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981572 981575 981578

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982972 982973 982974

BULL black 3 mm 98776 98783 98788

BULL brown 3 mm 98777 98784 98789

BULL nature 3 mm 98778 98782 98790

BULL red 3 mm 981145 981146 981147

FLOOR MAT  
CIRCLE XXL

FLOOR MAT  
CIRCLE XXXL

FLOOR MAT  
CIRCLE XXXXL

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:69 cm D:92 cm D:115 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 981563 981566 981569

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 982969 982970 982971

BULL black 3 mm 98755 98764 98770

BULL brown 3 mm 98759 98765 98771

BULL nature 3 mm 98760 98766 98772

BULL red 3 mm 981142 981143 981144
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A beautiful and functional magnetic board, coated with recycled leather - 
made to keep your keys in place, once and for all. It comes in two different 
sizes, various surfaces and plenty of different colours. The board is easily 
mounted to the wall, with double adhesive tape. 

KEY BOARD 
CURVE

KEY BOARD
CURVE XL

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 16x13 cm 22,5x19 cm

NUPO anthracite / MAGNET 5 mm 982993 _______

NUPO army green / MAGNET 5 mm 983002 _______

NUPO black / MAGNET 5 mm 982997 _______

NUPO brown / MAGNET 5 mm 982996 _______

NUPO dark blue / MAGNET 5 mm 983003 _______

NUPO light blue / MAGNET 5 mm 983001 _______

NUPO light grey / MAGNET 5 mm 982994 _______

NUPO metallic / MAGNET 5 mm 982998 _______

NUPO nature / MAGNET 5 mm 983004 _______

NUPO pastel green / MAGNET 5 mm 982999 _______

NUPO purple / MAGNET 5 mm 983006 _______

NUPO red / MAGNET 5 mm 983000 _______

NUPO rose / MAGNET 5 mm 98183 _______

NUPO sand / MAGNET 5 mm 982995 _______

CROCO cognac / MAGNET 5 mm 98588 _______

CROCO silver-black / MAGNET 5 mm 98589 _______

LACE black / MAGNET 5 mm  98184 _______

LACE brown / MAGNET 5 mm  98919 _______

HIPPO anthracite-grey / MAGNET 5 mm  98825 989926

HIPPO black-anthracite / MAGNET 5 mm 981431 981527

HIPPO brown / MAGNET 5 mm 981430 981526

HIPPO curry / MAGNET 5 mm 981425 981521

HIPPO light blue / MAGNET 5 mm 981428 981524

HIPPO navy blue / MAGNET 5 mm 981429 981525

HIPPO orange / MAGNET 5 mm 981432 981528

HIPPO pastel green / MAGNET 5 mm 981427 981523

HIPPO plum / MAGNET 5 mm 981426 981522

HIPPO sand / MAGNET 5 mm 981433 981529

HIPPO white-grey / MAGNET 5 mm  98977 989927

* KEY BOARD IS MAGNETIC WITH ADHESIVE TAPE ON THE BACK.

STRAP KEY RING

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 13x2 cm

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 983007

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 983009

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 983008

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 983013

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 983010

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 983011

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 983012

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 98281

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 98282

DOUBLE BULL black / BULL brown 2 mm 983014

DOUBLE BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 2 mm 983015

CROCO cognac 2 mm 98613

CROCO silver-black 2 mm 98614

LACE black 2 mm 98615

LACE brown 2 mm  98918

HIPPO anthracite-grey 2 mm  98827

HIPPO black-anthracite 2 mm 981337

HIPPO brown 2 mm 981439

HIPPO curry 2 mm 981434

HIPPO light blue 2 mm 981437

HIPPO navy blue 2 mm 981438

HIPPO orange 2 mm 981440

HIPPO pastel green 2 mm 981436

HIPPO plum 2 mm 981435

HIPPO sand 2 mm 981441

HIPPO white-grey 2 mm  98978

KEY 
BOARD

STRAP 
KEY RING

A minimalistic key ring in recycled 
leather. It is available in plenty 

of different surfaces and colours. 
We can’t guarantee you won’t loose 
your keys. But they will look better, 

when you find them again.

Key board with one magnet

Key board with three magnets
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WARDROBE
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WALL DOT S WALL DOT L

COLOUR/MATERIAL 8x10 cm 11x13 cm

NUPO anthracite / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981378 981366

NUPO army green / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 982572 982576

NUPO black / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981977 981973

NUPO brown / STEEL bronze / OAK nature 981388 981397

NUPO dark blue / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 982574 982578

NUPO light blue / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 982575 982579

NUPO light grey / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981379 981367

NUPO metallic / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981978 981974

NUPO nature / STEEL bronze / OAK nature 982573 982577

NUPO pastel green / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981979 981975

NUPO purple / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983420 983413

NUPO red / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981980 981976

NUPO rose / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 98465 98464

NUPO sand / STEEL bronze / OAK nature 981387 981396

CROCO cognac / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 98469 98466

CROCO silver-black / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 98467 98463

LACE black / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature  98470  98468

LACE brown / STEEL bronze / OAK nature  98917  98916

HIPPO white-grey / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature  98975  98973

HIPPO anthracite-grey / STEEL anthraciet / OAK nature  981013  981012

HIPPO black-anthracite / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 981368 981342

WALL DOT
A decorative wall design to hang clothes, towels or other things. 
Designed in steel, coated with recycled leather and oak in the back. 
With a handful of wall dots in different colours and sizes, it is easier 
than ever to create your own personal piece of art on any wall. 
All necessary items for mounting are included. 
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A coat rack, made from durable stainless steel and decorated with care-
fully processed pieces of Danish oak. Characterized by its dynamic and 
organic shape, available in two colour options.

COBRA

COLOUR/MATERIAL 150 cm

STEEL black / OAK nature 982069

STEEL metallic / OAK nature 982068

* WITH DOUBLE SCREW FOR MOUNTING

A minimalistic coat rack, made from Danish oak - decorated with a 
stainless steel spear in the bottom and a robust recycled leather cord 
in the top. If you take a closer look at it, you will easily discover that 
this design was inspired by a real pencil. It comes in three different 
colour options.

PENCIL

COLOUR/MATERIAL 162 cm

OAK black / LEATHER CORD black / STEEL 981398

OAK nature / LEATHER CORD nature / STEEL 981399

OAK smoked / LEATHER CORD brown / STEEL 982929

COBRA PENCIL
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This is our interpretation of a hanging coat rack and a stylish open 
version of a wardrobe at the same time. Made from beautiful Danish oak 
and available in three different colour options. Adjustable in height, with 
its 200 cm leather cord.

SWING M SWING L

COLOUR/MATERIAL 80 cm 110 cm

OAK black / LEATHER CORD black 981392 982933

OAK nature / LEATHER CORD nature 981393 982934

OAK smoked / LEATHER CORD brown 982927 982935

A minimalistic version of the SWING design - a hanging coat rack, 
mounted on the wall and in the ceiling. Made from beautiful Danish 
oak. Adjustable in height, with its 200 cm leather cord. Available in 
three different colour options.

WALL SWING

COLOUR/MATERIAL 50 cm

OAK black / LEATHER CORD black 981394

OAK nature / LEATHER CORD nature 981395

OAK smoked / LEATHER CORD brown 982928

SWING WALL SWING
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A stylish hanger to complement your stylish wardrobe. Made from 
stainless steel. It is available in three different colour options.

SLIM HANGER

COLOUR/MATERIAL  44x23 cm

STEEL black 983025

STEEL metallic 983026

STEEL rose 98566

If you’re looking for an alternative to the classic hanger, you 
might want to go for our S-HOOKS - layed-back and flexible.

S-HOOK

COLOUR/MATERIAL 13 cm

STEEL 981391

STEEL black 989896

STEEL metallic 989897

STEEL rose 98274

An upgraded version of a classic hanger, made from stainless steel 
and a leather cord. Available in three different colour options.

HANGER

COLOUR/MATERIAL 45x19,5 cm

STEEL black / LEATHER CORD black 989887

STEEL metallic / LEATHER CORD brown 989889

STEEL metallic / LEATHER CORD nature 989888

HANGER
AND S-HOOK

SLIM
HANGER
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A hanging set of hooks for jackets, scarfs or hats, mounted in the ceiling. 
Made from Danish oak and recycled leather. Available in two different 
colours. 

FINISH/COLOUR HOOK ME UP

OAK black / STEEL / LEATHER CORD black 98181

OAK nature / STEEL / LEATHER CORD nature 98179

A long leather cord with 2 hooks for jackets, scarfs or similar. Mounted simply by 
wrapping around bars or hooks. Available in 2 and 3 meters length.

HOOK LEATHER CORD S HOOK LEATHER CORD L

FINISH/COLOUR 200 cm 300 cm

STEEL / LEATHER CORD black  98590 98591

STEEL / LEATHER CORD nature 98177 98178

HOOK 
ME UP

HOOK 
LEATHER 
CORD
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A minimalistic yet recognizable hook for towels and similar. Coated with  
recycled leather, available in two different sizes and four different colour 
options. Mounted easily with double adhesive tape on the back.

CURVE HOOK S

SET OF 2 PCS

CURVE HOOK M

SET OF 2 PCS

COLOUR/MATERIAL 4,5x4 cm 5x6 cm

NUPO black / STEEL black 981747 981742

NUPO metallic / STEEL metallic 981748 981743

NUPO pastel green / STEEL pastel green 981749 981744

NUPO rose / STEEL metallic 9847 9846

* WITH ADHESIVE TAPE ON THE BACK

A CURVE shaped MINI DOT for kitchen towels, towels or similar, made from 
aluminum. Available in three different colour options.

MINI DOT

SET OF 2 PCS

MATERIAL 2,5x3 cm 

ALU black 981753

ALU metallic 981754

ALU pastel green 981755

Artwork and storage at the same time. This sling creates space for wine  
bottles, magazines or newspapers. It comes in a range of appealing colours 
and it’s easily mounted to the wall with our MINI DOT.

WALL SLING

LEATHER/MATERIAL 7x15 cm

NUPO anthracite / MINI DOT ALU black 982012

NUPO black / MINI DOT ALU black 982008

NUPO brown / MINI DOT ALU metallic 982015

NUPO light grey / MINI DOT ALU black 982013

NUPO metallic / MINI DOT ALU metallic 982009

NUPO pastel green / MINI DOT ALU pastel green 982010

NUPO sand / MINI DOT ALU metallic 982014

WALL
SLING

CURVE 
HOOK

MINI 
DOT
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KIDS TABLE MAT
Practical and fun - our table mats for children come in four different designs (FROG, BEAR, MONKEY 
and CLOUD) in two different surfaces and various colours. You can easily make them match the rest 
of the family’s table mats. 

CLOUD TABLE MAT BEAR TABLE MAT FROG TABLE MAT MONKEY TABLE MAT

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 38x31 cm 38x30 cm 38x28 cm 38x28 cm

NUPO anthracite 1,6 mm 983116 983126 983138 983147

NUPO army green 1,6 mm _______ _______ 983140 _______

NUPO black 1,6 mm 983114 983124 983135 983145

NUPO dark blue 1,6 mm 983119 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light blue 1,6 mm 983118 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light grey 1,6 mm 983117 983127 983139 983148

NUPO metallic 1,6 mm 983115 983125 983136 983146

NUPO nature 1,6 mm _______ 983128 _______ 983149

NUPO pastel green 1,6 mm _______ _______ 983137 _______

NUPO purple 1,6 mm _______ 983130 _______ 983151

NUPO rose 1,6 mm 9834 9807 _______ _______

CLOUD TABLE MAT BEAR TABLE MAT FROG TABLE MAT MONKEY TABLE MAT

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 38x31 cm 38x30 cm 38x28 cm 38x28 cm

SOFTBUCK black 1,6 mm 983113 983122 983133 983143

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 1,6 mm _______ 983123 _______ 983144

SOFTBUCK cool grey 1,6 mm 98137 98138 98139 98140

SOFTBUCK dark green 1,6 mm _______ _______ 983134 _______

SOFTBUCK dark grey 1,6 mm 983112 983121 983132 983142

KIDS GLASS MAT
A sweet extra element to your table setting and an ultimate gift for families with children - decorative and fun. 
Available in several designs (FROG, BEAR, MONKEY and CLOUD), in different surfaces and colours.

CLOUD GLASS MAT BEAR GLASS MAT FROG GLASS MAT MONKEY GLASS MAT

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:12 cm D:12 cm D:12 cm D:12 cm

NUPO anthracite 1,6 mm 983363 983373 983385 983394

NUPO army green 1,6 mm
_______ _______

983387 _______

NUPO black 1,6 mm 983361 983371 983382 983392

NUPO dark blue 1,6 mm 983366 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light blue 1,6 mm 983365 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light grey 1,6 mm 983364 983374 983386 983395

NUPO metallic 1,6 mm 983362 983372 983383 983393

NUPO pastel green 1,6 mm _______ _______ 983384 _______

NUPO nature 1,6 mm _______ 983375 _______ 983396

NUPO purple 1,6 mm _______ 983377 _______ 983398

NUPO rose 1,6 mm 9830 9803 _______ _______

CLOUD GLASS MAT BEAR GLASS MAT FROG GLASS MAT MONKEY GLASS MAT

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. D:12 cm D:12 cm D:12 cm D:12 cm

SOFTBUCK black 1,6 mm 983360 983369 983380 983390

SOFTBUCK bordeaux 1,6 mm _______ 983370 _______ 983391

SOFTBUCK cool grey 1,6 mm 98133 98134 98135 98136

SOFTBUCK dark green 1,6 mm _______ _______ 983381 _______

SOFTBUCK dark grey 1,6 mm 983359 983368 983379 983389
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Bear 

Floor Mat

Cloud

Table Mat

Monkey

Ornaments
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KIDS DOT
Functional and funny - a decorative wall design to hang your children’s clothes, bags or similar. 
Designed in stainless steel, Danish oak and recycled leather. Available in four different designs 
(FROG, BEAR, MONKEY and CLOUD) and in plenty of different colours. Easily mounted with a 
double screw.

CLOUD DOT BEAR DOT FROG DOT MONKEY DOT

FINISH/COLOUR 13,7x9,5 cm 12,3x9,7 cm 12,3x9,5 cm 13,7x10 cm 

NUPO anthracite / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983208 983214 983222 983227

NUPO army green / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature _______ _______ 983224 _______

NUPO black / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983206 983212 983219 983225

NUPO dark blue / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983211 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light blue / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983210 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light grey / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983209 983215 983223 983228

NUPO metallic / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 983207 983213 983220 983226

NUPO nature / STEEL bronze / OAK nature _______ 983216 _______ 983229

NUPO pastel green / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature _______ _______ 983221 _______

NUPO purple / STEEL bronze / OAK nature _______ 983218 _______ 983231

NUPO rose / STEEL anthracite / OAK nature 9829 9802 _______ _______

HOOK 
Cute hooks for your children’s clothes or towels or similar. Designed in stainless steel, coated 
with recycled leather and mounted with adhesive tape. Available in four different designs 
(FROG, BEAR, MONKEY and CLOUD) and in a number of different colours.

CLOUD HOOK BEAR HOOK FROG HOOK MONKEY HOOK

FINISH/COLOUR 8,7x6 cm 7,5x6 cm 7,5x5,8 cm 9x6,5 cm

NUPO anthracite / STEEL black 983182 983188 983196 983201

NUPO army green / STEEL black _______ _______ 983198 _______

NUPO black / STEEL black 983180 983186 983193 983199

NUPO dark blue / STEEL black 983185 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light blue / STEEL black 983184 _______ _______ _______

NUPO light grey / STEEL black 983183 983189 983197 983202

NUPO metallic / STEEL black 983181 983187 983194 983200

NUPO nature / STEEL black _______ 983190 _______ 983203

NUPO pastel green / STEEL black _______ _______ 983195 _______

NUPO purple / STEEL black _______ 983192 _______ 983205

NUPO rose / STEEL black 9831 9804 _______ _______

* WITH ADHESIVE TAPE ON THE BACK

Rose

Cloud Dot

KIDS FLOOR MAT 
Our children’s floor mats in recycled leather come in two different shapes (CLOUD and BEAR), in several different 
surfaces, sizes and colours. All of them are made in a 3 mm quality. Adding style and ultimate cuteness to your 
children’s room or the play corner. 

CLOUD FLOOR 
MAT XXL

CLOUD FLOOR 
MAT XXXL

BEAR FLOOR MAT 
XXL

BEAR FLOOR MAT 
XXXL

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 70x88 cm 113X140 CM 70x92 cm 140x110 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 983260 983236 983266 983242

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 983261 983237 983267 983243

BULL black 3 mm 983256 983232 983262 983238

BULL brown 3 mm 983258 983234 983264 983240

BULL nature 3 mm 983257 983233 983263 983239

BULL red 3 mm 983259 983235 983265 983241

FROG FLOOR 
MAT XXL

FROG FLOOR MAT 
XXXL

MONKEY FLOOR 
MAT XXL

MONKEY FLOOR 
MAT XXXL

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 95x70 cm 103x140 cm 95x70 cm 103x140 cm

CLOUD anthracite 3 mm 983272 983248 983278 983254

CLOUD light grey 3 mm 983273 983249 983279 983255

BULL black 3 mm 983268 983244 983274 983250

BULL brown 3 mm 983270 983246 983276 983252

BULL nature 3 mm 983269 983245 983275 983251

BULL red 3 mm 983271 983247 983277 983253

KIDS ORNAMENT 
All of our cute KIDS designs (CLOUD, BEAR, FROG and MONKEY) are available as ornaments too. They are made 
from double-sided recycled leather and available in different colours. Hang them up for your little one to see them 
and cheer up. 

CLOUD 
ORNAMENT

BEAR 
ORNAMENT 

FROG
ORNAMENT

MONKEY
ORNAMENT

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 13x8 cm 11,5x9 cm 11x8,5 cm 13x9,5 cm

DOUBLE CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 2 mm 983152 983159 983166 983173

DOUBLE CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 2 mm 983154 983161 983168 983175

DOUBLE CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 2 mm 983153 983160 983167 983174

DOUBLE NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 2 mm 983158 983165 983172 983179

DOUBLE NUPO army green / NUPO nature 2 mm 983155 983162 983169 983176

DOUBLE NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 2 mm 983156 983163 983170 983177

DOUBLE NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 2 mm 983157 983164 983171 983178

DOUBLE NUPO purple / NUPO black 2 mm 9833 9806 9880 98253

DOUBLE NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 2 mm 9832 9805 9879 98252
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WORK MAT SQUARE XXL - CLOUD anthracite /  
STITCHING anthracite - ITEM No. 981588 - See page 166

WORK

9

MOUSE MAT CURVE - CLOUD light grey / 
NO STITCHING - ITEM No. 983416 - See page 166

PAPER BLOCK BUTTON A5 -  
NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey
ITEM No. 982434 - See page 168

TORRO BAG 13” - HIPPO white-grey
ITEM No. 98995 - See page 169

TORRO BAG 15” - HIPPO anthracite-grey
ITEM No. 98998 See page169
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1 BLOCK VASE S 
 NUPO black / GLASS  
 ITEM No. 983030 See page 94

2 MAGAZINE HOLDER M 
 NUPO metallic / ALU metallic /LEATHER CORD black  
 ITEM No. 982071 See page 134

3 TRAY SQUARE MINI  
 HIPPO anthracite-grey / ALU anthracite 
 ITEM No. 98852 See page 112

4 CURVE SALT&PEPPER 
 OAK nature / LACE black 
 ITEM No. 9857 See page 80

5 WOOD BOX CIRCLE  
 OAK smoked  
 ITEM No. 98156 See page 83

3

45

1

2

LIND DNA offers a large and versatile collection of 
decorative tabletop products and small furniture for the 
home. Many of our designs are suited just as well for 
your office environment. Our vases, for example, make 
beautiful pen holders. And our wood boxes, trays and 
salt&pepper sets are perfect to keep all the small things 
on your desk in check. Just bring your favourite items to 
work - and let them work for you.
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WORK MAT & MOUSE MAT
Ideal for styling the office and preserving your desk - our mats for your workspace (WORK MAT and MOUSE MAT) are  
made from 3mm recycled leather. Tested for ideal friction with a computer mouse. Robust and durable for continued use. 
Available in several different shapes, surfaces, colours and you can choose them with hand-stitched edges.

WORK MAT
 SQUARE XL

WORK MAT
 SQUARE XXL

MOUSE MAT
 CURVE

MOUSE MAT
 SQUARE

FINISH/COLOUR QLTY. 44x64 cm 54x74 cm 28x34 cm 25x30 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NO STITCHING 3 mm 981584 981587 981590 981593

CLOUD anthracite / STITCHING anthracite 3 mm 981585 981588 981591 981595

CLOUD light grey / NO STITCHING 3 mm 982977 982979 983416 983418

CLOUD light grey / STITCHING anthracite 3 mm 982976 982978 983417 983419

BULL black / NO STITCHING 3 mm 98425 98449 98288 98374

BULL black / STITCHING anthracite 3 mm 981105 981106 981103 981104

BULL black / STITCHING white 3 mm 98418 98442 98290 98376

BULL brown / NO STITCHING 3 mm 98428 98452 98291 98377

BULL brown / STITCHING white 3 mm 98423 98447 98292 98378

BULL nature / NO STITCHING 3 mm 98427 98451 98293 98379

BULL nature / STITCHING white 3 mm 98422 98446 98294 98380

BULL red / NO STITCHING 3 mm 98429 98453 98295 98381

BULL red / STITCHING anthracite 3 mm 98424 98448 98296 98382

WORK MAT
MOUSE MAT
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PAPER BLOCK BUTTON A5 PAPER BLOCK A5

FINISH/COLOUR 21x15 cm 21x15 cm

CLOUD anthracite / NUPO pastel green 982428 982420

CLOUD black / NUPO metallic 982429 982421

CLOUD brown / NUPO sand 982430 982422

NUPO rose / NUPO light grey 98256 98254

NUPO anthracite / NUPO light grey 982901 982900

NUPO army green / NUPO nature 982431 982423

NUPO dark blue / NUPO black 982432 982424

NUPO light blue / NUPO light grey 982434 982426

NUPO purple / NUPO black 98257 98255

BULL black / BULL brown 982433 982425

BUFFALO black / BUFFALO nature 982435 982427

CROCO cognac 98578 98581

CROCO silver-black 98579 98582

LACE black  98580  98583

QUANTITY PAPER PAGES

140 pages A5 lined paper 9920671

A note block with a cover made from recycled leather and refillable pages. It comes with an 
extra set of paper. Available in different colours. On the DOUBLE surfaces, front and back are 
reversible, which allows you to change the leather colours of your book, whenever you feel like it.

TORRO BAG
A handcrafted computer sleeve, coated with beautiful recycled leather on the outside and lined 
with protective wool on the inside. The added zipper lets you close the sleeve properly and  
transport documents safely. Available in a number of different colours.

TORRO BAG 13” TORRO BAG 15”

FINISH/COLOUR 35X26 CM 40x28 cm

NUPO anthracite / WOOL anthracite 981941 981945

NUPO army green / WOOL anthracite 982648 982650

NUPO black / WOOL anthracite 981933 981937

NUPO brown / WOOL brown 981944 981948

NUPO light grey / WOOL anthracite 981942 981946

NUPO metallic / WOOL anthracite 981934 981938

NUPO nature / WOOL brown 982649 982651

NUPO pastel green / WOOL anthracite 981935 981939

NUPO red / WOOL anthracite 981936 981940

NUPO rose / WOOL anthracite 98434 98435

NUPO sand / WOOL brown 981943 981947

HIPPO white-grey / WOOL anthracite  98995  98997

HIPPO anthracite-grey / WOOL anthracite  98996  98998

CROCO cognac / WOOL anthracite 98436 98438

CROCO silver-black / WOOL anthracite 98437 98439

PAPER BLOCK

TORRO  
BAG
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Hotels and restaurants from all over the world turn to LIND DNA, for an excellent quality of products, a high level 
of service and enormous flexibility with regards to production.

We have a wide range of standard solutions within table mats, glass mats, menus and other tabletop and 
interior products, to suit all catering establishments.

In contract business - and whenever personal service is involved - it is often the details that make the 
difference. Therefore, LIND DNA also provides custom designed collections and services for all collaboration 
partners in this field. Customization options are virtually limitless. Thanks to our different leather surfaces & 
colours, the designs can be tailored to fit any style and setting.

LIND DNA table mat designs are handcrafted in Denmark, ensuring unprecedented quality in every step of 
the production process, as well as flexibility and speed delivery. All of our recycled leather products are made 
of 80% hard leather and 20% natural rubber and are easy to clean. Our materials are chosen with respect for 
nature and their potential for sustainable processing - because we care about the world we live in. And we 
cherish the beauty of natural products.

It is our mission to help dining, drinking and service-establishments not only to get noticed – but also to be 
remembered. Be remembered for gorgeous design, intelligent details, sustainable responsibility and practical 
toughness, that in the end provides a bottom line boost.

If you want to know more about the possibilities for a cooperation, we would love to get in touch.

All the best.

Jette Skovbjerg, COO
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Customized SLIM TRAY 40x32 cm

TRAY SQUARE L: 36x46 cm

TRAY SQUARE S: 29x29 cm

SLIM TRAY 18x32 cm

Our tray collection is made from durable aluminum, which has been 
tested thoroughly by experts and was approved as very strong and 
suitable for professional use. All trays come with an exchangeable 
inlay in recycled leather - perfect for minibars, bathrooms and as 
serving trays. 

TRAY SQUARE is available in five sizes (including an extra large 
version, made especially for the hospitality market) and in 
three aluminum colours - metallic, anthracite and bronze. The 
exchangeable inlay is available in all DOUBLE leather colours - 
displayed on page 205. All of our trays can be customized with  
regards to size and special details. 

MINI: 22x22 cm

S: 29x29 cm

M: 28x36 cm

L: 36x46 cm

XL: 40x59 cm

TRAY 
COLLECTION

TRAY SQUARE S: 29x29 cm
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AARHUS is an informal yet upscale collection of menu holders, that 
will make a great first impression on your customers.

It is an effortless flip-over concept, that can be used in a landscape 
and a portrait version. It comes with a leather cord in the top, holding 
frontside and backside together. The leather cord - adjusted with 
an oak bead - will hold even numerous pages securely in place. To 
ensure great stability, the backside of the board is made of two 
layers of leather. 

AARHUS is available in size A4. The collection comes in all DOUBLE 
leather colours (displayed on page 205), which gives you the 
opportunity to surprise your customers with an extra colour when 
opening the menu. 

Size A4

AARHUS
COLLECTION

ROME
COLLECTION

ROME is an innovative and stylish collection of menu holders that 
will delight your customers, while choosing their servings.

It is a flip-over concept, with decorative steel rivets in the top, 
holding frontside and backside together. The rivets have an opening 
and closing function in the back. To ensure great stability, the 
backside of the board is made of two layers of leather.

ROME is available in size A4 and A5. The collection comes in all 
DOUBLE leather colours (displayed on page 205), which gives you 
the opportunity to surprise your customers with an extra colour 
when opening the menu. 

Size A4

Size A5
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LONDON
COLLECTION

LONDON is a contemporary collection of traditional clipboards with a 
twist - making it clear to your customers, that they have come to a 
place, that values improvement and rethinking of the status quo.

The collection consists of a simplistic clipboard version and a folder 
version.

The clipboard is available in size A4, A5 and A6. To ensure great 
stability, the backside is made of two layers of leather. It comes in all 
of LIND DNA’s surfaces and colours. 

LONDON can also be made in WOOD/SOFTBULL - made of genuine 
wood veneer on the one side and black recycled leather on the other 
side. It comes in a bright oak wood colour and darker walnut wood 
colour. 

The folder version is available in size A4 and it comes with an 
optional holder for a pencil inside. It is available in all DOUBLE leather 
colours (displayed on page 205), which gives you the opportunity to 
display different colours on the inside and the outside of the folder. 

. 

Back size A4

Back size A5

Front size A4 Front size A5

Folder - Front size A4 Folder - Open size A4 WOOD/LEATHER 
Front size A4

Front size A6Back size A6
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NEW YORK is a simple yet sophisticated collection of menu folders, that perfectly mirror the high standard of 
food and beverages you serve.

Each folder comes in a portrait and a landscape version, with steel rivets on the frontside and the backside. The 
rivets have an opening and closing function in the back, allowing you to exchange your paper menus easily. At 
the same time they add a decorative touch.

NEW YORK is available in size A4. The collection comes in all DOUBLE leather colours (displayed on page 205), 
which gives you the opportunity to display different colours on the inside and the outside of the folder. 

Folder - A4

Folder - A4

STOCKHOLM is a clever collection of delightfully detailed payment 
folders, that will help you to complete your customers visit in the 
perfect fashion.  

With a size of 9x18 cm, STOCKHOLM offers room for both the 
bill and a credit card. The upper part of the payment folder can 
be flipped up and down and be fixated under the lower part of 
the holder, so the bill or the credit card won’t show or fall out. 
Metallic corners in the bottom securely hold the frontside and the 
backside of the folder together and at the same time they add an 
exclusive touch. The collection comes in all DOUBLE leather colours 
(displayed on page 205), to delight your customers with different 
colours on the inside and the outside of the folder. 

Front size
9x18 cm

Open

STOCKHOLM
COLLECTION

NEW YORK
COLLECTION
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AMSTERDAM
COLLECTION

Front size
9x18 cm

OpenFolder - Front size A4 Folder - Open size A4

AMSTERDAM is a simplistic, yet tastefully embellished collection of menu and 
payment covers, that will surely set you apart from other establishments. 

The menu board is elegantly embellished with a hand-stitched frame along 
the edges and sewn-on corners, that neatly hold your one-paged menu in 
place. 

The menu folder provides room for two pages. Just like the board version,  
it is elegantly embellished with a hand-stitched frame along the edges  
and sewn-on corners inside, that neatly hold your menu in place. 

Last but not least, the collection offers a payment folder. With a size of 9x18 cm, 
it offers enough room for both the bill and a credit card. The upper part of the 
payment folder can be flipped up to insert the bill and a card and then be flipped 
down again effortlessly, to the lower part, with hand-sewn details. 

The complete collection comes in all DOUBLE leather colours (displayed on page 
205), which gives you the opportunity to play with different colours on the 
inside and the outside of all designs. 

Card - Front size A4
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Front size
9,3x21 cm

Open

VIENNA is a clever and detailed collection of menu and payment folders. 

The VIENNA menu folder - designed for two sided menus - is embellished with a 
hand-stitched frame along the edges and sewn-on pieces of leather in the top and the 
bottom, to hold your menu in place. At the same time the sewn-on pieces make it very 
easy to exchange the pages inside the folder. It comes with an optional button and 
leather cord for closing. The menu folder is available in size A4.

The VIENNA payment folder is 9,3x21 cm, designed to match the menu folder in the 
best way possible. It is embellished with a hand-stitched frame along the edges and 
has a sewn-on piece of leather in the bottom of the inner backside, with room for the 
bill and a credit card. 

The collection comes in all DOUBLE leather colours (displayed on page 205), to give  
you the opportunity to play with different colours on the inside and the outside of  
your designs. 

Front size A4 Open size A4

VIENNA
COLLECTION
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OSLO is a humble and elegant collection of menu and drinks folders, 
designed to add on to a truly exclusive restaurant experience for 
your customers. 

The simplistic folders come with an elastic string inside, that will 
neatly hold several menu pages in place. At the same time, it allows 
for a swift and easy exchange of pages. 

OSLO is available in size A4 and A5, as well as in a tall edition 
(11,8x33 cm). The collection comes in all DOUBLE leather colours 
(displayed on page 205), which gives you the opportunity to play 
with different colours on the inside and the outside of your folders. 

Front size Tall
11,8x33 cm

Front size A5

Front size A4
Open size Tall

Open size A5
Open size A4

OSLO
COLLECTION
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Front size A4 Back size A4

Open size A4

Front size A5 Back size A5

Open size A5

BARCELONA is a clean and elegant collection of menu folders that perfectly add on to a unique and 
distinctive restaurant experience, in the highest quality.

The hand-tied leather cord on the backside of the folder holds several menu pages securely in place, 
while at the same time adding a beautiful detail to the simplistic design. 

BARCELONA is available in size A4 and A5. The collection comes in all DOUBLE leather colours (displayed 
on page 205), to give you the opportunity to play with different colours on the inside and the outside of 
your folder. 

BARCELONA
COLLECTION

LISBON
COLLECTION

COPENHAGEN is a contemporary collection of menu boards, inspired by traditional clipboards - designed 
with a stylish new twist. Instead of the clip, we have added an overlay of leather and studs in the top, 
which make it easy, to open and close the board within a heartbeat and allows for a swift and easy 
exchange of the papers inside. 

COPENHAGEN I is available in size A4 and A5. It comes in all of LIND DNA’s surfaces and colours.To 
ensure great stability, the backside of the board is made of two layers of leather. 

COPENHAGEN II comes in WOOD/LEATHER - made of genuine wood veneer on the one side and recycled 
leather on the other side. WOOD side comes in a bright oak colour and in a darker walnut colour. The 
LEATHER side comes in all of LIND DNA’s surfaces and colours. COPENHAGEN II is available in size A4. 

COPENHAGEN I
Front size A5

COPENHAGEN I
Open size A4

COPENHAGEN
COLLECTION

COPENHAGEN II 
Open size A4
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LISBON is a minimalistic and practical, yet elegant collection of 
folders, that can be used in various different settings.

Inspired by the functionality of a classic binder, LISBON comes with  
a sleek black ring mechanism, that makes it easy for your customers 
to quickly browse through numerous pages - perfect for a large 
menu or as a binder with important information, in hotel rooms.  
As all of our menu folders, LISBON can be made with several  
different closing options. 

LISBON is available in size A4 and A5. The collection comes in all 
DOUBLE leather colours (displayed on page 205), which gives you 
the opportunity to play with different colours on the inside and the 
outside of your folder. 

Front size A5 Open size A5

Front size A4 Open size A4

LISBON
COLLECTION

LISBON SPECIAL 
WITH LEATHER STRAP

LISBON  
WITH LEATHER STRAP CLOSURE
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BRUSSELS is an accomplished and robust collection of restaurant 
and hotel binders, in an upgraded quality.

The collection comes in two different versions - BRUSSLES I and 
BRUSSELS II - both with a strong wool lining inside and embellished 
with a hand-stitched frame along the edges. They come with a 
sleek black ring mechanism inside, that makes it easy for your 
customers, to quickly browse through numerous pages in a short 
time. BRUSSELS I is bound in recycled leather all the way around. 
BRUSSELS II comes with leather in the front and the back - allowing 
the wool to beautifully show at the spine. 

BRUSSELS is available in size A4. The collection comes in all of  
LIND DNA’s surfaces and colours. 

Front size A4Open size A4
BRUSSELS II

BRUSSELS I

BRUSSELS
COLLECTION
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The payment folder (11,5x21 cm) is like the menu folder lined with 
strong wool on the inside and it comes with leather in the front and 
the back - allowing the wool to beautifully show at the spine. It is 
embellished with a hand-stitched frame along the edges and it offers 
two open pockets for the bill and a credit card inside.

Front size
11,5x21 cm

Open

The payment card (10,8x23 cm) comes with leather on the frontside 
and wool on the backside. It is beautifully embellished with a hand-
stitched frame along the edges and comes with two open pockets 
for the bill and a credit card on the backside. 

The collection comes in all of LIND DNA’s surfaces and colours. 

Front size
10,8x23 cm

Back

BERLIN is an uncommon, bold and detailed collection of menu and payment holders.  

The menu folder is designed for two sided menus, with a strong wool lining inside and leather in the front 
and the back - allowing the wool to beautifully show at the spine. It is embellished with a hand-stitched 
frame along the edges.

Front size A4 Open size A4

BERLIN
COLLECTION
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DOOR HANGER 

NUMBER/CURVE CANDLE - reversible LONDON SPECIAL

STICK HOLDER

CUTLERY HOLDER

DOOR HANGER - “do not disturb”

LISBON SPECIAL
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 CUSTOMIZATION 
LIND DNA offers a very large and versatile collection of products 
for the hospitality and project market - beautiful and functional 
at the same time. On top of that, we have an in-house design & 
graphic department to support our customers in special ideas  
and wishes. We produce most of our collection in our own 
production facilities in Aarhus, Denmark, which secures a high 
level of quality and flexibility.

We offer many solutions within customization - exclusive and 
unique products. Whatever your wishes are, we can support  
and inspire you with products and designs that create your  
very unique style.

From custom made trays to table mats in unique colours and 
surfaces, coasters in special sizes, menu folders with embossing 
or embellishment (like stitchings), different opening & closing 
mechanisms for your menu holders or payment holders with  
your own logo on top - you name it, we make it. 

Our goal is for you to make a statement in any kind of setting  
and to create a truly unique and memorable experience for  
your guests. 

Time and time again.

CARD HOLDER

LEATHER BOTTON CLOSURE

LEATHER STRAP CLOSURE

PENCIL SOLUTIONS
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EMBOSSING
Customization with logo, 
name or illustration
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NUPO nature

NUPO yellow

NUPO sand

NUPO army greenNUPO pastel green NUPO dark green

NUPO metallic NUPO light grey NUPO anthracite NUPO black

NUPO dark brown NUPO brown

NUPO dark blue NUPO light blue

NUPO plum NUPO purple NUPO lavender NUPO roseNUPO red

HIPPO navy blue HIPPO pastel green

HIPPO anthracite-greyHIPPO white-grey

HIPPO light blueHIPPO black-anthracite

HIPPO sandHIPPO brown

HIPPO orange HIPPO plumHIPPO curry

11

LIND DNA 
COLOURS
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CROCO cognac CROCO black CROCO silver-blackLACE brown LACE black

BUFFALO black

BULL black

BUFFALO nature

BULL nature

BUFFALO brown

BULL brown BULL white

BULL red

SOFTBUCK cool grey SOFTBUCK dark grey  SOFTBUCK black

SOFTBUCK pastel green SOFTBUCK dark green SOFTBUCK navy blue

SOFTBUCK bordeaux

BULL black
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue
NUPO black

CLOUD black
NUPO metallic

NUPO purple
NUPO black

NUPO anthracite
NUPO light grey

NUPO rose
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown
NUPO sand

NUPO army green
NUPO nature

CLOUD anthracite
NUPO pastel green

BUFFALO black
BUFFALO nature

NUPO light blue
NUPO light grey
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CLEAN&CARE
LIND DNA’s new cleaning spray CLEAN&CARE was developed to perfectly 
clean your table mats, glass mats and other products in recycled leather. 
It brings back the beautiful finish of your product after use and adds a 
refreshing scent. CLEAN&CARE can either be sprayed directly on the 
surface of your product or on a damp cloth. 

ITEM. No. 3000

CARE GUIDE 
LIND DNA’s recycled leather products are natural products (made of 80% hard leather 
and 20% natural rubber). To maintain their beautiful aesthetic appearance and their 
great quality characteristics in the long run, it is important that they are treated 
correctly. The following instructions show you how:

• Clean your recycled leather product with a damp cloth and LIND DNA’s  
 cleaning spray. Recycled leather products are not dishwasher safe.  
 Do not soak any of your products in water or soap. 

• Avoid stains from certain foods and liquids - such as curry, saffron, paprika,   
 chili and red wine - as they may result in permanent damage, if not removed   
 immediately. Be extra careful with lighter leather colours. 

• Do not place hot items, such as pots and frying pans on your products.

• Do not fold your recycled leather products.

• Avoid exposure to direct sunlight for longer periods of time, as this may harm   
 the leather structure of your product.

• Make sure to place your recycled leather products on dry and plain surfaces  
 only. Be extra careful with oil-treated tables, as excess oil might be    
 absorbed, if not removed immediately.

SURFACE REPELLENCY AND STRENGTH (FIVE STARS BEING THE STRONGEST)

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

NUPO BULL/
BUFFALO SOFTBUCK HIPPO

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
TABU CROCO LACE CLOUD
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We are passionate about designing,  
producing and selling interiors products  
primarily in recycled leather.

With the largest selection of tabletop products 
made from responsibly sourced materials, we 
make table setting and  
decoration more fun and creative for everyone 
with a taste for Danish Design, made in Denmark.

We offer more, we are easy to do business with 
and we always walk the extra mile to support our 
customers and to reach our goals.
 

You might have heard, that at LIND DNA we 
come to work every day, to take table setting 
and decoration to a whole new level. But there’s 
a lot more to us, than that. 

With the next pages, we want to give you an 
up-close and personal look into who we are. 
As a company, as a brand and as people. 
We hope you enjoy browsing. 
 
All the best from team LIND DNA.

Find the digital version of this book 
at WWW.LINDDNA.COM

MISSION

To become a global leader in the  
market for high quality interior  
products within the retail and  
contract business.

WELCOME TO 
OUR WORLD

WE:
DESIGN
CREATE
PRODUCE
IN
DENMARK

VISION
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WE:
DESIGN
CREATE
PRODUCE
IN
DENMARK

PASSION 
FOR THE 
PROCESS

WE DO IT OUR WAY
THE LIND DNA WAY
LIND DNA was founded by entrepreneur and designer Preben 
Lind, back in 2013. In the years ever since, we have gone through 
a period of rapid development and growth. Today, we offer the 
largest selection of table mats on the international market, with 
more than a thousand different variations of colours, shapes 
and surfaces. Besides our vast selection, it is our recycled  
leather quality and our recognizable, organic CURVE form, that 
have become the trademark of our brand.
 
All of our products are born out of passion for beautiful, subtle 
design and impeccable craftsmanship. Local and sustainable 
production, the use of natural materials and top-notch quality 
standards are among our founding values. Over time, our collec-
tion has grown into small furniture and a range of other interior 
products for the home, for hotels, restaurants and projects.

From our headquarters in Aarhus, we export to more than 40 
countries around the world.  And we won’t stop here. With a  
dedicated team, delightful designs, amazing craftsmanship, 
local production, a sustainable mindset and the fruitful Aarhus 
business environment surrounding us, we strive to further  
redefine industry standards in the years to come.
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DESIGN 
& FUNCTION 
IN PERFECT 
HARMONY

WE:
DESIGN
CREATE
PRODUCE
IN
DENMARK

WE DESIGN  
A COMPLETE UNIVERSE OF STYLE
LIND DNA offers you an entire world of designs, that beautifully complement each other,  
without ever depending on each other. A complete universe of style, in which you can choose 
products from across seasons, collections and product categories - and bring them together 
to perfectly suit your personality and your home.

Our most famous and widespread design is The original TABLE MAT, shaped in the recognizable  
CURVE form. The table mat was our very first design and thus, it marks the beginning  
of the company’s history. The design protected CURVE form is part of our very DNA and 
throughout the years, it has inspired the development of numerous designs - such as our 
latest collection of stoneware. 

Due to its distinctive shape, CURVE STONEWARE lets you reinvent completely how to arrange 
and serve food on a plate, a platter or a bowl. At the same time, this collection lets you play 
even more with the perfect symmetry of your tabletop ensemble, by adding yet another  
dimension of curves to the game. Hygge, social occasions and shared meals are at the very 
core of Danish culture. We want to add on to those moments with our designs and spread 
them across the world.
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FROM 
IDEA 
TO 
REALITY

Billede

PREBEN LIND 
Founder and owner of LIND DNA

JETTE SKOVBJERG
COO at LIND DNA

WE DESIGN  
& DEVELOP IN-HOUSE
All of our designs are being developed internally and creative  
master mind, Preben Lind, is following the process very closely  
– from idea to final production. But the beginning of every design  
process can be very different, here at LIND DNA. It might just start 
with an employee’s idea in our idea box. Or a sketch over some-
thing from lunch. Every third month, the best internal idea is being 
rewarded with a price and sometimes the winner even goes into 
production. 

As for our founder himself, the inspiration for every next design 
can be sparked by anything he sees or hears, throughout his 
busy day. Many of Preben’s ideas are motivated by the ongoing 
desire to improve, complete and rejuvenate our existing line of 
products and to let our recognizable CURVE form - our DNA - live 
on. At the end of the day, every design needs to live up to the 
basic principle of form and function in perfect harmony.
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WE MAKE IT 
YOUR WAY

WE DESIGN
TOGETHER WITH YOU
Besides our large selection of favourite things for your home, we design and manufacture  
tabletop products for the international hospitality and project industry. In contract business 
- and whenever personal service is involved - it is often the details that make the difference. 
Therefore, LIND DNA provides custom designed collections and services for all collaboration  
partners in this field. From trays to table mats in unique colours, to coasters in special sizes, menu  
folders with embossing, drinks covers with a special stitching or payment holders with 
your own logo on top - you name it, we make it. From casual eating to fine dining - our large  
selection of colours, shapes and materials will help you to make a statement in any kind of 
setting and to create a truly unique and memorable dining experience for your guests. Time and 
time again. 
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MADE IN 
DENMARK
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DENMARK

WE CREATE
FROM BRAINSTORM TO  
PROTOTYPE WITHIN HOURS 

Craftsmanship and the act of creation is what everything else 
evolves around, here at LIND DNA. We have a bias towards  
action, where building and testing is valued more than think-
ing and meeting. And it is not in the company’s nature to stand 
still. Everybody on the team is encouraged to put forward 
ideas and since we have all of our machinery and tooling in-
house, we can go from brainstorming to prototyping within 
hours. 
Prototyping is an essential part of our process of creation,  
because it allows us to test our ideas immediately, show  
them to potential customers and improve on them in an  
equally timely fashion. Someone smart once said: “if a picture 
is worth a thousand words, then a prototype is worth a thou-
sand meetings.” We believe this is true. 
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Fictem non cus aut fugias qui te volloriam eum dicillu ptassit at-
inctibus adiorep erumquam sum aut de postior ernat. Xim ven-
duciis in res consed utet et omnis et moluptis.

WE PRODUCE 
AS FAST & LOCAL AS POSSIBLE
In line with our rapid growth in recent years, our production  
facilities have grown extensively.  By now, we have approximately 
3000 square meters of production space available and insist – when 
ever possible - on our own, local production in Aarhus. We choose 
to do this for a number of reasons: 

First of all, local production gives us the opportunity to be  
hands-on throughout the entire process of product maturation and 
to secure continuously high manufacturing standards. Secondly, 
we care deeply about sustainability and our own production enables 
us to limit our footprint on the environment. On top of that, we can  
respond to market needs in a heartbeat and produce to order  
- which is important in a growing market. We can deliver quickly. 
And last but not least, being under one roof gives us the advantage, 
that ways of communication are short. 

We believe in local craftsmanship as an enormous source of 
strength and prefer to cooperate with other local suppliers.  
LIND DNA - Danish design, made in Denmark.

SOCIAL  
RESPONSIBILITY 

FIRSTWE:
DESIGN
CREATE
PRODUCE
IN
DENMARK
PRODUCE
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LIND DNA
HEART

WE PRODUCE 
WITH RESPECT FOR NATURE
The bedrock of most of our designs is high-quality recycled leather. Sourced 
from the surplus production of furniture, bags and shoes, our vegetable-tanned 
leather is first being washed and granulated and then pressed together with 
natural rubber from trees. The resulting quality consists of 80% real leather 
and 20% natural rubber - which then is dyed and decorated with beautiful  
surface structures and patterns. It holds outstanding physical characteristics, 
such as being water repellent, durable and easy to clean.

Besides recycled leather, we work a lot with responsibly sourced oak and 
wool and most of our products are not only designed and manufactured  
in Aarhus, but also packaged locally. Our biodegradable and compostable 
packaging material is made from wood fiber, by KRAFTPAK. 
All of our materials are chosen with respect for nature - because we care 
about the world we live in. And we cherish the beauty of natural products.

 

By printing little, eating meat free one day a week and recycling our waste, 
we try to implement sustainable ways of working into our office routines, as 
well. Because we believe that at the end of the day, many small actions can 
make a world of a difference. 
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WE:
DESIGN
CREATE
PRODUCE
IN
DENMARKDENMARK Located in the centre of Denmark, on the east coast of the Jutland peninsula, lies the city we call our home. 

With its approximately 300.000 inhabitants, Aarhus is the country’s second largest city, once known only 
as a university town with a Viking-founded seaside port and a vibrant student population that fueled its 
economy. But things have changed, and they have changed a lot. 

Today, Aarhus has emerged on its own terms as a design destination. It has a vibrant economic life and a 
buzzing start-up scene. It has a rich cultural life, with world-class museums and institutions and a thriving 
music scene. But the one space that might just have developed most of them all in recent years, is the 
city’s culinary scene. 
We acknowledge the city’s enormous development and the vibrant business environment it provides. We 
strive to be as visionary and innovative. We identify with the ambition to combine sustainable ways of 
working with profitability. And with a heart for hygge, social occasions and shared meals, we are thankful 
to be surrounded by the greatest restaurants in the world. 

AARHUS
OUR CITY
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LIND DNA 
showroom

in Aarhus

LIND DNA
BEHIND
THE 
SCENES

Preben Lisa Anna

Christina

Mikkel

DitteNanna Torben

CharlotteRasmus

Jesper

Bane

Jette

Pia

Anne

WHO WE ARE 
& WHERE WE ARE
In a period of five years, LIND DNA has grown from a hand full 
of people to a team of more than 30. We come in many colours 
and shapes, just like our table mats, you might say. We have  
different backgrounds, levels of education and experience. We have  
different ages and lifestyles. But what unites us all, is that we take 
pride in doing our best at what we’re best at. We meet each other 
with enthusiasm and respect and our fellow goal is to create value 
for the people who buy our products. We run fast and everyone 
has the power to imprint on the organization’s development. At the 
end of the day, we appreciate a good laugh, cozy get-togethers 
and great food.

Every now and then, we invite our customers from all over the 
world to come and visit us in our showroom, in central Aarhus. 
Here, we can give them an overview of our complete commercial 
concept - from product news and packaging material to a variety 
of in-store display solutions for the perfect product presentation. 
We enjoy close relationships with all of our collaboration partners 
and like to develop fellow strategies on how our different solutions 
can benefit each and everyone of them in the best possible way. 
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Thank you ...
We want to thank the following restaurants for opening their doors to us and for investing time 
and energy, so we could take beautiful photos of our tabletop collection, in the most inspiring 
surroundings. This book wouldn’t be the same without your exquisite premises, dishes & 
drinks!

· Restaurant Domestic - Aarhus

· Restaurant Gastromé - Aarhus

· Norsminde Kro - Norsminde

· Hotel & Restaurant Ferdinand - Aarhus

· Two Socks - Aarhus

· Restaurant ET - Aarhus 
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